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Abstract

One of the legacies of the UK’s military nuclear programme has been the generation
of inventories of radioactively contaminated soils as a result of historical practices,
leakages and spillages. Electrokinetic (EK) Remediation has long been considered a
potential technology for remediation of soils with low hydraulic conductivity. This
thesis examines the development of EK as a potential treatment technology for
actinide contaminated soils and wastes, using waste soils from the Atomic Weapons
Establishment (AWE) PLC Aldermaston site (Berkshire, UK) as a test medium.

Laboratory development identified the optimal EK operating parameters. Laboratory
trials confirmed that EK-driven mobilisation of elements, principally, Fe, Mn, Zn and
Ca was evident at approx. 1V/cm applied potential difference. Limited mobilisation of
actinides was observed at this potential difference.

Additional laboratory trials identified that soil pre-conditioning and the addition of
conditioning agents significantly increased the mobility of various elements and
actinides. The addition of citric acid, prior to and during EK treatment reduces the
buffering capacity of the calcium carbonate rich soil used. Citric acid also
significantly increases the mobility of actinides. In the presence of citric acid Pu and
U form negatively charged, mobile, Pu- citrate and U-citrate complexes.

Results of the laboratory experiments were used to inform a field scale application.
0.04M Citric acid was added to 4 tonnes of AWE’s inventory of ex-situ contaminated
soil and was EK treated for 60 days. Upon completion the soil was destructively
sampled. P-XRF analysis confirmed limited mobilisation of Fe, Mn, Zn across the
central pair of electrodes. Gross alpha beta analysis showed evidence of actinide
mobilisation and redistribution across the central pair of electrodes. Radiochemical
analysis confirmed mobilisation and redistribution of Pu and U was evident, and soil
in the alkaline zone of the treatment unit was remediated to a level below freerelease disposal thresholds (1.7 Bq/g, or <0.4 Bq/g above background activities).
Mobilisation of elements and actinides was not evident across the peripheral pairs of
electrodes.

Based on the on-site trial a process for implementing this, and similar, remediation
technologies on heavily regulated sites is detailed. EK remediation was successful
at mobilising minor elements, major elements and actinides. EK induced
2

redistribution is significantly enhanced with the addition of conditioning agents (citric
acid). Whilst the laboratory trials and the field application were successful, further
optimisation however is required before EK can be considered a viable remediation
technology at full scale application.
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2

Introduction; Radioactive Releases in the
Environment

Releases of radioactive material to soil, ground water and the environment has
occurred as a result of military application, historical practices, inefficient processes,
lack of process control, improper waste disposal practices, leakages and spillages.
Nuclear power generation, major accidents and nuclear weapons tests have
dispersed over 2600 x1018 Bq of radioactive material into the environment. (adapted
from Cooper et al 2002). Approximately 95% of the terrestrial radioactive
contamination is concentrated in the upper soil layer. Furthermore 60% – 85% of
contamination is present in tightly bound forms (Reddy 2009).
Principal contaminants include but are not limited to; I-131 Co-60, Sr-90, Y-90, Ru106, Cs-137, Pu-238-239-240. Furthermore and due to the nuclear / radioactive
decay processes some anthropogenic radionuclides, including their daughter
products, will persist in the environment for millennia. (Warwick et al 1998, Morris et
al 1999, Cooper et al 2002, Warneke et al 2002)

2.1

Radioactive releases into the environment associated with the
nuclear fuel cycle and power generation

Historically, and to this day, releases of radioactivity to the environment occur at
every stage of the nuclear fuel cycle and during power generation.
Releases (excluding any accidental releases) occur during mining and extraction of
ores, chemical refining, enrichment, fuel fabrication, power generation, spent fuel
recovery, reactor decommissioning, waste storage and disposal. (Cooper et al 2002)
During the period 1990 – 1997 it has been estimated approximately 15.7 x1018 Bq of
radioactivity was released into the environment associated with the nuclear fuel
cycle and nuclear power generation. (adapted from Cooper et al 2002)
In addition to the ‘routine’ releases of radioactivity from power generation, there
have also been a number of significant releases of radioactivity from accidents.
Notable accidents include; Three mile island, Windscale, and the Chernobyl disaster
of 26th April 1986 which contaminated large areas of land in the Ukraine, Belarus
and Russia (Figure 1), and to a lesser extent western Europe.
It has been estimated that during the Chernobyl disaster approximately 14 - 19 x1018
Bq of radioactivity was released into the environment. (United Nations 2006,
adapted from Cooper et al 2002).
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Figure 1. Extent of Cs-137 contamination resulting from the Chernobyl disaster.
United Nations scientific committee on the effects of atomic radiation – Chernobyl
accident. (United Nations 2010)

More recently, following the catastrophic Tõhoku earthquake and Tsunami of the
coast of Japan in 2011, the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster occurred.
In response to the earthquake the reactors automatically shut down and the backup
cooling systems initiated to remove heat from the reactor. However, the ensuing
tsunami flooded the site and disrupted the backup cooling systems. Without
adequate cooling overheating of the reactors occurred and the water levels in the
spent fuel ponds dropped. Later, hydrogen gas explosions occurred and radioactive
material was released into the environment. (Tokyo Electric Power Company 2012,
World Nuclear Association 2013). It has been estimated that up to 1.5 x1016 Bq of
radioactivity (mostly Cs and Iodine) has been released into the environment (Figure
2) much of it into the ocean. (World Nuclear Association 2013). As depicted in
Figure 2 a plume of contamination extends NW from the Fukushima plant across the
region.
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Figure 2; Cesium Fallout Maps Fukushima Japan (World Nuclear Association 2013)

2.2

Radioactive releases into the environment from military
applications and activities

Despite the high profile of reactor accidents such as those at Chernobyl and
Fukushima Daiichi, the overall release of radioactivity to the environment is much
lower than that from military applications, principally nuclear weapons testing.
Nuclear weapon testing has introduced and globally dispersed a vast amount of
radioactivity into the environment. Between 1945 and 2006 some 2400 nuclear
weapons have been detonated of these approximately 520 were atmospheric
detonations (Figure 3).
It has been estimated that approximately 2566 x1018 Bq of radioactive material has
been released into the environment from atmospheric testing alone. (Higuchi T
2011, Adapted from Cooper et al 2002).
Other military activities have released much lower, but still locally / regionally
important, amounts of radioactive material into the terrestrial, marine and
atmospheric environments.
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Figure 3. Global map illustrating locations and magnitude of nuclear weapon testing.
(Map O’ the day)

2.3

Manufacture of the UK’s nuclear deterrent

In the early 1950’s the UK commenced research, development and production of
nuclear weapons. In 1952, the UK successfully detonated its first nuclear weapon
test, since then, until 1991 the UK undertook a further 44 tests.
Research, development, production, maintenance and decommissioning of the UK’s
nuclear arsenal, since 1950, has been undertaken at the Atomic Weapon
Establishment (AWE) Berkshire. (AWE 2012)
A former WWII airfield, since the 1950’s, the AWE Aldermaston site has hosted a
variety of manufacturing, explosive manufacturing, nuclear engineering, chemical
processing and metallurgy processes in support of nuclear weapon research,
development and production. As a result of historical practices, inefficient
processes, lack of process control, improper waste disposal practices, leakages and
spillages a number of localised areas within the AWE site have been mildly
contaminated with a variety of solvent, heavy metal and radioactive contaminants.
AWE’s inventory of contaminated soils and sediments is further discussed in section
3.3.
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Whilst the contamination levels are low and pose little threat to human health and
ecology the presence of contamination has had a detrimental effect on soil and
ground water quality and has resulted in restrictions on land-use and amenity.
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2.4

Project Scope, Aims and Objectives

One of the legacies of military and civil nuclear activities is the generation of
inventories

of

radioactively contaminated

soils.

The

presence of

ground

contamination and consequent ground water contamination presents a long term
environmental concern, as such, considerable research and financial commitment
has been expended developing methods which can be used to remediate
radioactively contaminated soils and sediments. In the past, in the UK radioactively
contaminated soils and sediments have been disposed of at the UK’s Low Level
Waste Repository (LLWR).

However, in recognition that the LLWR is a finite national resource, increasing
disposal costs (£1735/m3 to £2911/m3 in 2013), increasingly stringent waste
acceptance criteria and drivers to find sustainable waste management solutions,
there has, in recent years been considerable investment (both in the UK and
internationally) in a range of in-situ and ex-situ remediation technologies, including
phytoremediation, soil washing, contaminant leaching and soil stabilisation.
(Schnoor J 1997, Francis et al 1999, Knox et al 2000, RWMAC 2001, Shahandeh et
al 2002, LLWR 2013)

Whilst these technologies have been applied to a variety of contaminants in a range
of environments, their application to clay rich soils is problematic due to the low
hydraulic conductivity of the soil media. However, one emerging technology which
has potential to remediate soils with low hydraulic conductivity is Electrokinetic (EK)
remediation.

Electrokinetic remediation is a process that separates and extracts organic, and
inorganic contaminants from saturated or unsaturated clay-rich soils, sludges and
sediments under the influence of an applied electrical field. Electrokinetic
remediation methods have been successfully employed at laboratory scale on a
range of radioactively-contaminated materials (Kovalick 1995, Korolev 2009) and at
full field-scale for a variety of metallic and organic contaminants (Ottosen et al 2009,
Athmer et al 2000). Despite promising laboratory results the field-scale application of
electrokinetic remediation to radioactively-contaminated soils remains largely
undeveloped.
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The aim of this research was to develop electrokinetic remediation as a potential
remediation technology for actinide-contaminated soils, and apply this on-site (i.e.
on a working nuclear site) to address AWE’s inventory of radioactively contaminated
soils. The results, findings and implications of laboratory development and a field
scale pilot application are presented within the thesis.

To achieve this aim a number of objectives were defined;
a) Complete a literature review on EK remediation application, with particular
emphasis on radioactively contaminated soils (Chapter 3).
b) Undertake laboratory tests to assess EK induced actinide, major element
and trace element mobilisation in AWE’s inventory of contaminated soils.
(Chapter 5).
c) Identify what effect applied voltage has on element and actinide mobility and
redistribution (Chapter 5.1).
d) Assess what effect differing electrolytic solutions have on element and
actinide mobility and redistribution (Chapter 5.2).
e) Identify what (if any) soil pre-treatment / conditioning agents may be added
to the soil to increase actinide and element mobility and redistribution,
(Chapter 5.2, 5.3).
f)

Identify what effect soil composition has on mobility and redistribution of
actinides, major elements and trace elements (Chapter 5.4).

g) undertake a full field application on AWE ex-situ contaminated soils to
assess EK effectiveness at mobilising and redistributing actinides, major
elements and trace elements on a large processing scale (Chapter 6).
h) report on the lessons learnt from implementation of novel technologies at
heavily regulated sites (Chapter 7).
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3

Background and Literature Review

3.1

Regulatory framework for the management of nuclear licence
sites and contaminated land in the UK

In 1974 HMG introduced the Health and Safety at Work Act (HMSO 1974) in order
to make “…provision for securing the health, safety and welfare of persons at work,
for protecting others against risks to health or safety in connection with the activities
of persons at work, for controlling the keeping and use and preventing the unlawful
acquisition, possession and use of dangerous substances, and for controlling certain
emissions into the atmosphere…”
To this end the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) was formed. Acting in the public
interest, the HSE is the national independent regulator working to reduce workrelated death, injury and illness.
In addition to HSAWA 1974 to facilitate the regulation of the growing nuclear
industry HMG introduced the Nuclear Installations Act 1965. To ensure the UK’s
nuclear industry has suitable and sufficient regulation the HSE formed the Office for
Nuclear Regulation (ONR).
The Office for Nuclear Regulation (ONR) is Britain’s independent regulator for safety
and security at nuclear facilities and for the transport of nuclear materials. Its
mission is to secure the protection of people and society from the hazards of the
nuclear industry.
In order to meet this expectation the ONR has developed and imposes a system of
regulatory control, based on a robust licensing process by which the ONR (on behalf
of the HSE) grant licences to corporate bodies to use a site for specified activities.
The nuclear site licence is a legal document, issued for the full life of the facility. It
contains site-specific information, such as the licensee’s address and the location of
the site, and defines the number and type of installations permitted. Such
installations include nuclear power stations, research reactors, nuclear fuel
manufacturing and reprocessing, and the storage of radioactive matter in bulk.
Accompanying the site license the ONR requires the licensee to abide by a set of 36
standard License Conditions (LC’s); covering design, construction, operations and
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decommissioning of the site are also attached to each licence. These conditions
require licensees to implement adequate arrangements to ensure compliance.
With regards to radioactive releases to the environment a number of licence
conditions may be applicable; LC32 Accumulation of radioactive wastes, LC33
disposal of radioactive waste and LC34 Leakage and escape of radioactive material
and radioactive wastes. If the licensee is found to have breached these (or any
other) license conditions then the ONR may issue the licensee with an improvement
notice, a warning letter or prosecute for contraventions. (HMSO 1974, HMSO 1965)

In addition to license conditions set out by the ONR, the management of
contaminated land is subject to statute law.

The Environmental Protection Act 1990 (EPA 90), specifically part IIA is the principal
legislation governing the management of contaminated land in the UK. Part IIA
empowers Local Authorities and in some instances the Environment Agency to
regulate the management of contaminated land.
The principle regulators of EPA 90 Part IIA are Local Authorities; their
responsibilities include;


Inspections to identify contaminated land



Establish who may be the appropriate person(s) to bear the responsibility
for the remediation of the land



To establish what remediation might be required and ensure remediation
takes place



To decide whether land should be designated a ‘Special Site’

Special sites are defined as land which is associated with the following;


Pollution of controlled waters



Chemical weapons manufacture



Atomic weapons manufacture



Biological weapon manufacture



Manufacture of explosives



Nuclear sites



Radioactivity



Land owned by the Ministry of Defence



Refining Petroleum
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Sites which are designated as ‘Special Sites’ are regulated by the Environment
Agency. (HMSO 1990)

Part IIA of EPA 90 adopts a risk based approach in relation to the management and
remediation of contaminated land. The EA has published guidelines for
environmental risk assessment and management; Guidelines for Environmental
Risk Assessment and Management – Green Leaves III. The Green Leaves guide
describes the process for assessing and managing risk;
Stage 1; Formulating the problem
Stage 2; Assessing the risk
Stage 3; Identifying and appraising management options
Stage 4; Addressing the risk with the chosen management strategy

A key element of the process is the formulation of the problem. Without a properly
defined conceptual model which identifies the source(s), pathway(s) and receptor(s)
the problem is not adequately defined, the respective risks cannot be accurately
assessed, the appraisal of the options maybe incomplete / incorrect. The result may
be the implementation of an incorrect or inappropriate management strategy.

In principle the development of a conceptual model and the identification of the
source(s), pathway(s) and receptor(s) are reasonably straight forward. However,
natural systems are inherently complex; as such source pathway receptor models
are also often relatively complex.

Since the EA has adopted a risk based approach the management of contaminated
land does not necessarily lead to the remediation of land. Although land may be
contaminated, by the mere presence of contamination, it may not require
remediation and regulatory intervention unless it presents a significant risk to a
receptor such as humans, animals, crops, buildings or controlled waters.

With respect to the management of contaminated land EPA 90 also defines and
identifies who is responsible for the management and remediation of a contaminated
site.

Essentially contaminated land management

and remediation is the

responsibility and liability of the polluter. This is commonly referred to as the ‘polluter
pays principle’. However, there are a number of instances where this is untrue.
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Over time it is common that the ownership of site changes. If an informed purchaser
purchases land from a vendor, then they accept the responsibility and liability for the
management and remediation of that land. E.g. a housing developer purchases a
disused brown field site for development.

In instances whereby the polluter or the land owner cannot be identified than the site
is classified as an orphan site. In such as case the site becomes the responsibility
and liability of the local authority. (DEFRA 2011, Environment Agency 2002).

3.2

Management of contaminated soils at AWE

With respect to the AWE site, EPA 90 defines the AWE site to be a special site
since it is associated with nuclear weapons manufacture. As a result, the
management of contaminated land is regulated by the Environment Agency (EA).
Furthermore, with respect to radioactive contamination the Nuclear Installations Act
1965 defines radioactive contamination to be the responsibility and liability of the
licensee and that this liability is absolute.

AWE through its Environmental Management Systems (EMS) has made
commitments to continually improve the environmental performance of all its
processes and activities.

AWE achieves this aspiration by;


Identifying actual and potential sources of contamination



Identifying pathways whereby these contaminants could become a
hazard to human health or the environment



Characterisation of any contamination identified



Implementation of management arrangements where appropriate



Implementation of cost effective remedial strategies where required.

3.3

AWE’s inventory of contaminated soil and sediments

From 1996 to 2007 through numerous land quality and characterisation surveys
AWE has developed a site conceptual model and identified a number of areas of
ground contamination. Through targeted specific site surveys these areas have
been investigated and the nature and extent of contamination has been quantified
(Figure 4).
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Figure 4. AWE Land Contamination Map. (AWE 2004)

As illustrated in Figure 4, eleven areas of significant in-situ contamination have been
identified, these include;


Four areas of low level radioactively contaminated soils and/or sediments



Six areas contaminated with solvent and/ or organic compounds



One area of heavy metal contamination.

Adopting a risk based approach AWE has implemented appropriate managerial
arrangements to safely manage the inventories and where appropriate has taken
remedial action to address contamination and improve the quality of the
environment. With reference to Figure 4 the most significant areas of contamination
are areas A and B; ground contaminated with significant amounts of Trichloroethene
(TCE). The hazards these sites posed warranted remediation, as such, AWE
implemented two field-scale ground water extraction remediation projects to
remediate the TCE contaminated ground water.
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3.4

AWE’s Inventories of Radioactively Contaminated Soils

Although not identified as a significant hazard, AWE has a significant inventory of
low level radioactively contaminated soil. With reference to Figure 4 areas 1, 2, 3
and 4 are discussed further.

3.4.1

Area 1; Old Waste Management Group

This particular area has long been involved with processing radioactive materials.
As a result of historical operations, an area of approximately 1 hectare has been
contaminated with low levels of radioactive material. Prior to future re-use and
development of the area remedial works will be required. .

3.4.2

Area 2; Old North Ponds

These natural ponds were historically used to manage surface water from the
nuclear processing areas south of the ponds. During previous site characterisation,
surveys sampling pond sediment revealed low levels of radioactive contamination.
Since its identification in the ponds, a new purpose-built surface water management
system (a series of man-made reservoirs) has been constructed to relieve the ponds
and mitigate the spread of contamination from the ponds.

3.4.3

Area 3; The Site Tip

Historically, this area was used as an onsite landfill for the disposal of waste. During
site characterisation surveys it was identified that the land adjacent to the site tip
had non-detrimental but nevertheless measurable levels of tritium in its ground
water. The source of this contamination is thought to be an artefact buried within the
site tip. To abate further ground water contamination the new surface water
management system receives and manages water from this area.

3.4.4

Area 4; Tritium Facility Contamination

This particular Tritium Facility has ceased all operations and has undergone the
initial stages of decommissioning. Due to historical operations, the soil beneath the
building has become contaminated with low levels of tritium. Again, the levels of
tritium contamination are non-detrimental. (AWE 2004)
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3.5

AWE’s Ex-situ Radioactively Contaminated Soil Inventory

In addition to the in-situ radioactively contaminated land, AWE also manages a
number of ex-situ inventories of radioactively contaminated soils.

3.5.1

Pangbourne Pipeline (PPL) Contaminated Soil Arisings

The PPL is an 18.5km long pipe extending from the AWE Aldermaston site to the
River Thames. This pipeline is now redundant and under care and surveillance
awaiting decommissioning. Historically the PPL was previously used for the
authorised permitted discharge of radioactive effluent into the River Thames. Along
its route there are a number of service and inspection chambers containing valves in
various configurations. In the early 1990s a survey identified radioactive
contamination in the soil in proximity to a number of these inspection chambers. The
contaminated soil was later excavated and transported to AWE to for safe storage
and eventual remediation and / or final disposal.

3.5.2

Blue Circle Contamination

Historical leaks in the 1960’s from a storage tank containing aqueous plutonium
followed by a flooding event in the early 1990’s resulted in the contamination of a
small area of marshland outside the north-east boundary of the AWE site.
Discovered in the early 1990s the contaminated soil and sediment was excavated
and returned back to AWE for storage and eventual remediation/ final disposal.

3.6

Storage

and

disposal

of

AWE’s

Ex-situ

Inventory

of

Contaminated Soils
Since remedial excavations in 1994, the contaminated soils and sediments from the
Pangbourne Pipeline and Blue Circle excavations have been stored in skips within a
secure compound at AWE.

The remedial works generated 92 six-yard skips of excavated material which was
returned to AWE for storage. 23 skips of soil from the PPL remedial works and 69
from the Blue Circle remedial works.
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Figure 5. Storage of contaminated soils (ca1995)

Subsequent sampling and radiochemical analysis confirmed that 36 of the skips
arising from the Blue Circle contamination event had contamination levels below that
of the Radioactive Substances Act 1993 (RSA93) Substances of Low Activity
(SoLA) Exemption Order threshold. A further 13 skips of material from the PPL
remediation works were confirmed as being below the SoLA exemption order
threshold. Soils confirmed to be below SoLA thresholds were disposed as ‘free
release’ and the inventory of soil was reduced. The remaining PPL soils and Blue
Circle soils and sediments recorded gross alpha contamination levels of 0.5 - 3.8
Bq/g and 0.4 - 3.4 Bq/g respectively. Radiochemical analysis confirmed
radionuclides included quantities of Plutonium with trace amounts of Americium and
Uranium (AWE 2001). Previous characterisation has also indicated that the
plutonium is strongly bound to the soil / sediments with little dissolution (Kd values
range between 2 x106 – 6 x106 (McCubbin et al 2004).

After a number of years the storage conditions had deteriorated. The canvas
coverings leaked, water ingress from rainfall was significant and extensive
vegetation growth was present in numerous skips. Furthermore, the skips were
‘standard skips’ designed for the disposal of construction site detritus and wastes.
Prolonged exposure to the elements had caused corrosion and the structural
integrity of the skips was questionable. In 2004 to ensure continued safe storage of
the RA contaminated soils AWE procured a number of over-pack skips and placed
the original skips within the overpacks.
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Figure 6. Storage of contaminated soils and transfer to over pack skips ca 2004.

.
Figure 7. Storage of Contaminated Soils ca 2008

Depicted with in the photographs are the relocation of skips to hard standing,
canvas coverings, vegetation growth and the newly procured over-pack skips.
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3.7

AWE’s strategy for remediation and disposal of the inventory
Ex-situ of contaminated soil

The levels of contamination within the soils held in the over-pack skips were
confirmed as being above the SoLA exemption order levels. However, the levels of
contamination are not sufficiently high to warrant disposal to the Low Level Waste
Repository, Cumbria. Since there was / still is no disposal route for high volume,
very low level radioactive waste the soils were and will continued to be stored until
an appropriate waste route is available, or, the soils could be remediated.
In line with AWE’s EMS where a capability does not exist to address an issue, such
as the indefinite storage of contaminated soils, environmental specialists and project
sponsors at AWE proactively research and consider innovative solutions and/or
emerging technologies and their possible application to address AWE requirements.

One technology which has potential for remediating clay rich soils, in both in-situ
and ex-situ applications, is electrokinetic remediation (Virkutyte et al 2002).
AWE committed resources to exploring this avenue and a collaborative project was
initiated with the University of Brighton, led by the thesis author, to appraise the
potential of EK remediation to address AWE’s inventory of contaminated soil. The
results of this project are presented in this thesis.
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3.8

Electrokinetic Remediation Technologies

Electrokinetic remediation has long been considered a potential technology for
remediation of soils and sediments with low hydraulic conductivity. (Acar et al 1993;
Probstein et al 1993; Kovalick 1995; Reddy et al 1997; Reddy et al 1999; LamontBlack 2001, Virkutyte et al 2002; Hopkinson et al 2003, Cundy et al 2005; Cundy et
al 2005; Faulkner et al 2005, Reddy et al 2009).
With interest from scientists, government officials and industry representatives,
around the world, considerable effort has been expended researching electrokinetic
remediation mechanisms and its effectiveness in remediating a variety of
contaminants including inorganic contaminants, organic contaminants, and mixtures
of contaminants. (Acar et al 1993, Virkutyte et al 2002, Hopkinson et al 2003,
Hopkinson et al 2009, Cundy et al 2005, Faulkner et al 2005, Reddy et al 2009)

Many experiments have operated on relatively small spatial scales and have used
specific

homogeneous

soils

spiked

with

a

single

contaminant.

Through

experimentation, the mechanisms and theoretical aspects of electrokinetic
remediation are reasonably well understood and many laboratory remediation
studies have proven successful. Building on successes in the laboratory a number
of remediation techniques have been trialled on larger scales on “real” contaminated
sites. These pilot scale trials have generally proved to be of limited success and
very few, have emerged as commercially viable electrokinetic remediation
technologies. Those that have tend to be limited in their application discussed
further in section 3.8.2. (Kovalick 1995. Virkutyte et al 2002, Cundy et al 2005,
Faulkner et al 2005, Reddy et al 2009)

Despite this, many academics and government officials recognise EK remediation’s
development potential as field scale, effective, efficient, non-selective remediation
technology (Virkutyte et al 2002, Reddy 2009, Kim et al 2011).

3.8.1

Electrokinetic Phenomena

In its most basic and simplistic form electrokinetic remediation processes involve
application of a direct electric current between pairs of electrodes emplaced either
side of a mass of contaminated soil. Upon application of the a Direct Current (DC)
dissociation (electrolysis) of water occurs at the electrodes;
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2H2O(l) – 4e-  4H+(aq) + O2(g)
2H2O(l) + 2e 
-

2OH-(aq)

E0 = -1.229 V

+ H2(g)

Anode

E0 = -0.828 V

Cathode

Where E0 is the standard reduction potential at 25oC, 1 atmosphere pressure and at
pH 7. (Acar et al 1993, Virkutyte et al 2002, Carter 2008, Reddy et al 2009).

The above equations illustrate the reactions but do not entirely reflect reality as H+
represents an isolated proton which could not possibly exist in water. Hence, the
true form of H+ is actually a Hydronium ion, H3O+ while OH- exists as a hydroxyl ion
(Krauskopf 1995).

These reactions produce an excess of H+ ions at the anode and an excess of OHions at the cathode decreasing and increasing the pH respectively. Once produced
these ions migrate toward the oppositely charged electrode under the influence of
the applied electrical field. The migration of H+ toward the cathode and the migration
of OH- toward the anode leads to dynamic changes in soil pH. In addition to
migration of H+ and OH- ions other ionic species, organic complexes, soluble
substances, colloidal substances, and suspended solids also migrate under the
influence of the electrostatic field. (Virkutyte et al 2002, Carter 2008)

The mechanisms by which these movements occur are collectively known as
electro-kinetics.

Through

experimentation

and

rigorous

examination

three

electrokinetic transport mechanisms have been identified and are discussed
individually below.

3.8.1.1

Electro-osmosis

Defined as the movement of an electrolyte solution relative to a stationary charged
surface due to an applied electric field. (Masliyah 1994).

Generally the surfaces of soil particles have a net negative charge and oppositely
charged ions concentrate within a diffuse double layer at the particle surface. Under
the influence of the electric field the ions accumulated on the surfaces of the
particles migrate toward the oppositely charged electrode, as they do, they induce
movement of water (via viscous forces) resulting in electro-osmosis. (Virkutyte et al
2002, Reddy et al 2009, Carter 2008)
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Electro-osmosis occurs because when electrodes are emplaced into a mass of soil
and an electric field is applied the system as a whole can be considered to behave
like an electrochemical cell. Under the electric potential there is a net movement of
cations on the surfaces of soil particles with in the double layer toward the cathode.
This movement of cations imparts momentum on the surrounding water entraining
the water toward the cathode. (Virkutyte et al 2002, Reddy 2009, Carter 2008)

Figure 8. EK Phenomena (Jennings 1999)

In the case of electro-kinetic remediation electro-osmosis can be thought of as
simply the movement of water from the anode toward the cathode (Reddy 2009).
Electro-osmosis is one of EK principal mechanisms by which contaminant migration
occurs in soils and is the dominant transport mechanism for dissolved or suspended
organic and inorganic contaminants (Virkutyte et al 2002, Carter 2008, Reddy 2009).

3.8.1.2

Electro- osmosic flow theory

The rate of electro-osmotic flow is dependent upon a number of variables such as
the electric field strength and the physical characteristics of the soil e.g. hydrallic
conductivity.

According to Helmholtz–Smoluchowski theory (H-S theory) electro-osmotic flow
velocity is directly proportional to the electrical potential (Ez), zeta potential (ζ), the
dielectric constant (D) of the fluid and inversely proportional to the viscosity (η) of
the fluid. Expressed as a volumetric flow rate (q) the equation is;
q = ne A (D ζ / η) Ez
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Where;
ne

= Effective porosity (ne = porosity / tortuosity squared)

A

= Cross sectional area

D

= Dielectric constant

ζ

= Zeta potential (electric potential between the fixed and mobile parts

of the double layer)
η

= viscosity of the liquid

Ez

= Electric potential

One key parameter of the equation above is the Zeta Potential; changes in zeta
potential can greatly affect electro-osmosis. (Reddy 2009).

The zeta potential is the electric potential between the fixed (surface charge density
of the soil particles) and the mobile part (charged ions concentrated on the surface
of the soil) of the double layer. (Reddy 2009)

As such, zeta potential is itself-dependent upon the physical characteristics of the
soil and the pore waters. As the surface area increases the surface charge density
increases; Sand < Silt < Kaolinte < illite < Montmorillonite. (Virkutyte et al 2002,
Carter 2008)

If the dielectric properties of the pore waters change then this will also have an
effect on the zeta potential. As the ionic potential increases the size of the double
layer decreases, resulting in a decreased electro-osmotic flow. (Carter 2008)

Zeta potential is also affected by pH of the soil. Electrolytic reactions at the Anode
and Cathode decrease and increase the pH of water. A significant drop in pH at the
anode can lead to reductions in electro-osmotic flow. Wholesale acidification of the
soil can lead to reversal of flow direction, a process known as electroendosmosis.
Note; electro-osmosis usually flows from the anode to the cathode (Reddy 2009).
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3.8.1.3

Electro-Migration

Electro migration (also known as ion migration) is defined as the transport of
dissolved cations, anions and charged complexes toward the electrode of opposite
charge (Masliyah 1994, Virkutyte et al, 2002, Faulkner et al 2005, Carter 2008). With
respect to electrokinetic remediation, electro-migration is the movement of dissolved
ionic species to the oppositely charged electrode (Figure 8). The significance of
electro-migration is dependent upon the availability, mobility of the ionic species and
soil saturation.

Electro-migration is the principal transport mechanism for dissolved ionic metals,
charged organic complexes and colloids. The migration of the hydronium ions and
hydroxyl ions generated by electrolysis of water at the electrodes is attributed to
electro-migration.

The significance and extent of electro-migration of any given ion is dependent upon
the conductivity of the soil, soil porosity, intensity of the applied electric field,
concentration of the ions and the presence or other ions in the system.
The velocity of electro migration of an ion is given by;
V(em) = ui zi η τ F E
Where;
V(em)

= Velocity

ui

= Ion mobility (m2 / V•s)

zi

= Ionic Valance

η

= Porosity

τ

= Tortuosity

F

= Faradays constant (96,487 C/mol electrons)

E

= Electric Field Strength (V/m)

Ion mobility is (ui) is defined as the velocity of the ionic species under the influence
of the electrostatic field. It can be estimated by using the Nernst – Einstein –
Townsend relation, whereby;
ui = (Di zi F) / R T
Where;
Di

= Molecular diffusion coefficient

R

= Universal gas constant (8.314J/K•mol)

T

= Absolute Temperature
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However, the actual mobility of ions in pore water systems is reduced, the effective
mobility ui * of a given ionic species is a function of that ion’s molecular diffusion
coefficient, soil porosity, tortuosity and charge.
Whereby;
ui * = η τ ui
(Reddy 2009)

3.8.1.4

Electrophoresis

Defined as the movement of a charged surface plus attached material relative to a
stationary liquid by an applied electric field (Masliyah 1994). Applied to electrokinetic remediation electrophoresis is the transport of suspended charged ‘particles’
(generally less than 20μm in diameter). The term ‘particles’ has been used as an
umbrella term and includes clay particles, colloids, microorganisms (e.g. bacteria)
that are present in the pore waters. (Lageman 1989, Lageman et al 2005, Carter
2008)

Compared to the other electrokinetic transport mechanisms the contribution of
electrophoresis to mass and contaminant transportation in low-permeability soils is
thought to be negligible. (Reddy 2009)

3.8.1.5

Relative Effectiveness of transport processes

As described above applying electrokinetic remediation induces a number of
contaminant transport mechanisms and depending on soil type, soil composition,
contaminant type, concentration of contaminant, and soil saturation different
transport mechanisms dominate.

Electro migration is dominant for high concentrations of soluble ionised inorganic
contaminants such as metal cations, metal anions, nitrates and phosphates. At low
concentrations electro-osmosis becomes dominant. Electro osmosis is also the
dominant transport mechanism for readily soluble organic compounds such as
benzene, toluene and chlorinated solvents.

Electrophoresis is the dominant transport mechanism in soil suspension systems
and for transport of microorganisms but its contribution is considered negligible with
respect to electro migration and electro osmosis (Reddy 2009).
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3.8.1.6

Soil Heating

Upon application of the Direct Current to soil, in addition to hydrolysis of water, soil
heating may also occur. The soil heating effect could potentially be used to
remediate volatile organic compounds however, generally, soil heating is a
detrimental effect on electrokinetic remediation as heating dries out the soil and
electrokinetic effects are most effective in saturated soils. (Reddy 2009)

Taken to an extreme however, this heating effect can be exploited, via vitirification.
Vitrification is a process whereby electrodes are emplaced into a mass of material
and an intense electric current is passed between the electrodes. The material is
heated to dryness. During vitrification the heating effect is so great, heating the
material to ca 1150ºC, that the heat melts the material. Once the current is turned off
a block of glass forms upon cooling (Bechtel 2013).

Vitrification has application to contaminated highly radioactive sludges, debris and
other materials. Having undergone significant technology development vitrifiaction is
considered and recognised as an effective, feasible and cost effective method for
the long term stabilisation and immobilisation of high level radioactive wastes. In
2001 the construction of a $12.2 Billion dollar vitrification plant commenced. The
function of the plant is to address the US department of energy 200 million litre
inventory of radioactive waste stored at the Hanford site. (Bechtel 2013)

3.8.2

Electrokinetic remediation; Technology Development and
Field Applications

Since its early development in the 1980s the majority of EK development has taken
place in the USA where there have been over 600 EK laboratory and field scale
applications (US EPA 1997). In Europe there have been approx. 75 laboratory and
field applications, predominantly in the Netherlands (Reddy 2009).

More recently, Chinese and Korean research groups have focused on development
of EK remediation methods to address a variety of contaminants at a number of
sites (Yeung et al 2011, Kim et al 2010, Kim et al 2011, Huang et al 2012). Korean
research groups have undertaken 6 pilot trials. Examples of Chinese research
includes development of EK remediation for cadmium contaminated sites in
Shanghai (Gu et al 2009), organic contaminants in China (Yeung et al 2011) and
Chromium contamination soils in China (Zhou et al 2004).
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3.8.2.1

Technology development and the US Superfund

The Superfund is the United States federal government's program to clean up
uncontrolled hazardous waste sites. This multi-billion dollar programme is expected
to remediate a variety of contaminants (Figure 9) at ca 1200 EPA contaminated over
the duration of the 30 year programme (US EPA 1997, US EPA 2004).
Figure 9. Contaminants most commonly found at Superfund sites (US EPA 1997).

Since its inception the superfund has already remediated a number of sites using
established,

conventional

remediation

technologies

e.g.

solidification

and

stabilisation, and ground water pump and treat technologies.

The US superfund stimulated the development of more effective, cost efficient
variants of established technologies as well as the development of innovative
technologies; e.g. vapour extraction, thermal desorption, bioremediation and
electrokinetic remediation (Figure 10, Figure 11) (US EPA 1997).
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Figure 10. Proportion of government funded remediation technologies implemented
from the mid-1980's to 2000 within North America (adapted from US EPA 2000).

Figure 11. Number of remediation projects (grouped by technology) implemented
from the mid 1980's to 2000 within North America (adapted from US EPA 2000).

Field scale applications have demonstrated electro-kinetic remediation can be
utilised as an effective tool for remediation of soils contaminated with halogenated
volatile

organic

compounds

(VOC’s),

non-halogenated

VOC’s,

explosive’s,

propellants, hydrocarbons, organic compounds, inorganic compounds and heavy
metals. Furthermore, some remediation processes have notable (20% – 99%)
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contaminant removal effectiveness (Cauwenberghe 1997, EPA 1997, US EPA 2000,
IAEA no date, Reddy 2009, Kim et al 2011, Huang et al 2012, Kim et al 2013).

Despite

investment

and

notable

remediation

effectiveness,

uptake

and

implementation of EK (and other novel remediation technologies) to address low
level radioactive contamination remains very low in favour of excavation followed by
separation (often using gamma screening) then onsite or offsite disposal (US EPA
2000, US EPA 1997).

The few EK technologies that have emerged, particularly those that have been
applied on a field scale to radioactively contaminated soils are discussed further.

3.8.2.2

Electrokinetics. Inc.

Known as Electro-Kleantm and operating under license from the Louisiana state
university EK remediation is achieved by adding / removing process fluid via
boreholes at the electrodes. Additives within the process fluid increase the solubility
of contaminants and serve as the conductive medium for dissolved species. EK
effects (Electro-osmosis, electro-migration) transport the mobile contaminants to the
electrodes. Remediation is achieved by extraction / removal of the process fluid
laden with contaminants at either electrodes or both electrodes. The process fluid is
then treated at the liquid associated treatment system (Figure 12).
Figure 12. Electro-Kleantm Remediation setup (US EPA 1997)

Electrokinetics Inc remediation process has been applied on a number of sites to
remediate a variety of contaminants.
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Table 1. Electro-Kleantm Remediation applications (US EPA 1997)
Site

Contaminant

Duration

Mass (tonne)

Removal %

Unknown

Pb

4 months

2-4

90 - 95

Rifle Range

Pb

1 - 6 months

Approx. 30

25 – 50

U

95

Lab Trial

Pb

2 months

1

98

Lab Trial

Cr

2 months

1

68

Unknown

Pb

4 months

2-4

90 - 95

The use of Electro-Kleantm to radioactively contaminated soils is limited; however,
this field scale remediation trial demonstrated a high % removal of Uranium can be
achieved.

This particular field application had a number of key features (US EPA 1995, US
EPA 1997);


The contaminated soil was kaolinite



Power supply 450 – 600 V and 15 – 20 Amperes



Acetic acid was added as a conditioning agent to increase remediation
effectiveness



Scale 3m x 10m x 1m (width x length x depth)



Electrodes were separated by 1m and inserted to a depth of 1m

During implementation it was noted that process efficiency decreased from the
anode to the cathode as the pH increased. Yellow uranium hydroxide precipitates
were formed in proximity to the cathode in the alkaline conditions. To combat this
acetic acid was added to the cathode to dissolve the precipitates. Following
treatment 95% of uranium was removed. (US EPA 1997)
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3.8.2.3

Geokinetics International Inc (GII)

Known as the ‘Pool Process’ this EK remediation technology was developed to
remediate toxic heavy metals and metals. The process works by circulating
electrolytes around the electrodes which removes contaminants. Ion-permeable
electrode casings are emplaced into contaminated soil and are connected to a
centralised ion-exchange process fluid management system. Electrokinetic effects
mobilise and transport the contaminants toward the electrodes; the soluble
contaminants are permeate the electrode casings and are removed by the
circulating

electrolytes.

Remediation

is

achieved

when

the

process fluid

management system removes the contaminants from the process fluids. (US EPA
1997)

Remediation can be undertaken in-situ however ex-situ remediation is typically
undertaken. Contaminants are dredged / excavated and are formed into lagoons for
remediation.
Figure 13. Lagoons of dredged contaminated soils undergoing EK remediation (US
EPA 1997)

Since its inception there have been 14 field scale applications ranging from 40m3 to
200,000m3. Durations range from 18 days to 540 days. Remediating a variety of
contaminants e.g. Zn, Cu, Pb, Cd and other heavy metals reductions of 70% – 99%
have been achieved (Reddy 2009). Despite numerous field applications GII has not
been applied to radioactively contaminated soils.
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Table 2. Geokinetics International Inc remediation applications (Reddy 2009)
Site

Contaminant

Volume

Removal %

Remediated
Paint Factory

Cu

230

Pb

84
92

Galvanizing Plant

Zn

38

57

Timber Plant

As

190

88

Landfill

Cd

550

78

Military Air base

Cd

1925

92

Cr

90

Cu

87

Ni

90

Pb

85

Zn

88
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3.8.2.4

Isotron Corporation – ElectrosorbTM

Known as ElectrosorbTM the process works by inserting electrodes into boreholes,
the boreholes are lined with a patented cylinder to control the buffering conditions
and an ion exchange polymer matrix known as IsolockTM (Figure 14)
.

Figure 14. ElectrosorbTM electrode assembly
Upon application of the direct current EK effects (Electro-osmosis, electro-migration)
transport the mobile contaminants to the electrodes where they are trapped by the
polymer matrix / ion exchange resin. Periodically, electrodes and the IsolockTM
assemblies are replaced to ensure contaminants are trapped. Remediation is
achieved when the contaminant laden cylinders are removed.
Application of ElectrosorbTM is somewhat limited and there have only been four
laboratory / field applications of note. The first field application was undertaken at
the Savannah River Site in South Carolina to remediate mercury contaminated
sandy kaolinite soils. Post treatment levels of mercury had not been reduced
significantly (Reddy 2009, US EPA 1997).
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ElectrosorbTM capability to remediate uranium contaminated material was assessed
in a trial at the K-25 Oakridge facility Tennessee (Isotron Corporation 1994, US EPA
1997, Reddy 2009).
The ElectrosorbTM K-25 application had a number of key features (US EPA 1997,
Isotron Corporation 1994);


Power supply 90V and 40 Amperes



Citrate and carbonate salts were added as a conditioning agent to increase
remediation effectiveness



Scale 2.7m x 2.6m x 0.6m (width x length x depth)



Electrodes were separated by 1.4m and inserted to a depth of 0.6m



Electrode design was also revised using a plate electrode assembly with
integrated filter and matrix (Figure 15).

Figure 15. Schematic of experimental setup of the K-25 trial (US EPA 1997)

The trial demonstrated that 99% of uranium could be removed from the
contaminated concrete. (EPA 1997)
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ElectrosorbTM was further developed by Russian scientists for implementation at a
mine site in Uzbekistan to decontaminate a 10,000m2 area of uranium contaminated
soil.
Figure 16. Schematic of field application using ElectorsorbTM (US EPA 1997)

Using a uranium adsorbent matrix the uranium content of the soil was reduced by
between 50% and 99% in areas (EPA 1997).
ElectrosorbTM trials were also undertaken at the Beloyarsk nuclear power plant (Ural
region Russia) on soil contaminated with Strontium, Plutonium, Cobalt and Caesium
(IAEA no date). The duration of the trials ranged from 33 to 45 days. The trials
achieved a reduction of 95% strontium, 70% plutonium, 19% cobalt and <1%
caesium (IAEA no date).
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3.8.2.5

Consortium Process – LasagnaTM

Developed by a consortium of consisting of Monsanto, E.I. Du Pont de Nemours and
General Electric the LasagnaTm process emerged as an effective and credible
remediation technology for low permeability soils. (US EPA 1995, US EPA 1996, US
EPA 1997)
LasagnaTm process works by mobilising and redistributing contaminants into
treatment zones where the contaminants are immobilised or decomposed.
As the name suggests the LasagnaTm remediation technology consists of a number
of layers in a specific configuration. Electrodes are emplaced into a mass of soil
either side of the contaminated soil. In addition to the electrodes, several permeable
treatment zones are introduced directly into the mass of contaminated soil (Figure
17). These treatment zones consist of sorbents, catalytic agents, buffering solutions,
microbes, oxidising agents or reagents. (US EPA 1995, US EPA 1996, EPA 1997,
Virkutyte et al 2002, Reddy 2009).
Figure 17. Lasagna Schematic (US EPA 1995, Reddy 2009, Yeung et al 2011)

EK effects (Electro-osmosis, electro-migration) transport the mobile contaminants to
the electrodes, remediation is achieved when the contaminants come into contract
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with the treatment zones. As with other EK techniques a process fluid control
system is also required to recirculate process fluids.

To increase remediation effectiveness the polarity of the electrodes is often reversed
forcing the contaminants to pass through the treatment zones multiple times (US
EPA 1996, US EPA 1997, Virkutyte et al 2002, Reddy 2009).
There have been numerous LasagnaTm applications, predominantly on soils
contaminated with metals and organic contaminants e.g. Chromium, TCE, DNAPL
(Haung et al 2012, Reddy 2009, US EPA 1997)
LasagnaTm applications typically have a number of features (US EPA 1997);


Power supply 100 – 140V and 40 – 45 Amperes



Scale up to 4.5m x 3m x 4.5m (width x length x depth)



Electrode separation 0.6m – 2.2m



Electrode depth upto 4.5m



Durations 4 – 36 months
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3.8.3

Ferric Iron Remediation and Stabilisation (FIRS)

As described in section 3.8 research and development into electrokinetic
remediation has been ongoing since the 1980’s. Numerous electrokinetic techniques
have been developed to exploit electrokinetic phenomenon in an attempt to
remediate soils. Conceived by academics at the University of Brighton; Prof Andrew
Cundy and Dr Laurence Hopkinson, Ferric Iron Remediation and Stabilisation
(FIRS) has been developed as an innovative, low technology, low energy, nonselective electrokinetic process capable of mobilising, redistributing and sequesting
contaminants within a mass of soil or sediment. (Hopkinson et al 2003, Hopkinson et
al 2003, Cundy et al 2005, Faulkner et al 2005, Hopkinson et al 2009)

Mimicking a naturally occurring mineralization process FIRS has applications in
engineering geology and land remediation. To date considerable research has been
undertaken and FIRS development has included assessment of its application for
engineering geology and as a Chromium remediation technique. (Faulkner et al
2005, Hopkinson et al 2009, Cundy et al 2005)

3.8.3.1

Ferric Iron Remediation and Stabilisation (FIRS) Process

FIRS involves the application of a low voltage direct electric current between two or
more sacrificial iron electrodes. Upon application of the current, a number of
dynamic electrokinetic effects (previously described) occur simultaneously.

Upon application of the current to the soil electrolysis of water occurs at the
electrodes which establishes acidic and alkali regions at the anode(s) and
cathode(s) respectively. This is different to other EK techniques which attempt to
minimise the development of alkali region. With the formation of the pH regions
around the electrodes electrokinetic induced migration of dissolved cations and
anions, charged complexes, charged particles etc occurs because of the respective
electro static field between the electrodes. Movement occurs via the previously
described

transport

mechanisms;

electro-migration,

electro-osmosis

and

electrophoresis. As the acidic and alkali regions become increasingly established
the pH decreases at the anode and increases at the cathode. As the pH drops at the
anode the sacrificial iron rich anode dissolves and the dissolved iron migrates
toward the cathode.
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The pH regions themselves are dynamically changing due to the electrokinetic
effects, whilst electrolysis is establishing the pH regions, movement of H+ and OHions is induced and the ions migrate toward the oppositely charged electrodes via
electro migration. Consequently, the pH regions are no longer localised around the
electrodes but extend through the soil (Figure 20) Altering the pH conditions of the
pore water affects the pH / Eh conditions of the soil. The change in pH creates
aggressive pH / Eh conditions which increase the solubility of and mobilise many
contaminants, major elements, and trace elements into the aqueous phase. Once in
solution, these dissolved ionic species, complexes etc are mobilised via electromigration and electro-osmosis. (Hopkinson et al 2003, Cundy et al 2005, Faulkner et
al 2005)

Key to the FIRS treatment of soil is the mobilisation and redistribution of major and
trace elements as well as contaminants as the geochemical behaviour of some
major elements will govern the geochemical behaviour of some contaminants. As its
name suggests Ferric Iron Remediation Stabilisation (FIRS) is integrally linked with
iron.
The 4th most abundant element in the earth’s crust, iron is found in a huge range of
minerals in soils and rocks including common iron minerals such as; Magnetite
(FeO4), Hematite (Fe2O3), Pyrite (FeS2) and Siderite (FeCO3). Under natural
environmental (oxygen-rich) conditions, iron readily combines with oxygen to form
iron oxide. Iron’s propensity to oxidise or react with other elements means it is only
found in elemental form in aggressive pH and Eh conditions. (Krauskopf et al 1995).
Work by Cundy, Hopkinson and Faulkner has demonstrated that FIRS is capable of
generating aggressive pH conditions such that Fe migrates as Fe(II) in the acidic
region and converts to Fe(III) at the pH interface. (Hopkinson et al 2003, Hopkinson
et al 2009)
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Figure 18. pH Eh Diagram depicting various iron phases. Note: Eh was not
measured during the experimental development however conditions are most likely
to be oxidising conditions. (Geological Survey Japan 2005)

Once the acidic region at the anode has been established the iron electrodes
dissolve in the aggressive acidic conditions. Once mobilised iron migrates toward
the cathode, eventually the acidic and alkali regions meet. At the interface of the
acidic and alkali region, the pH neutralises. (Figure 20) The change in pH results in
precipitation of iron compounds. Precipitates include amorphous ferric iron, iron
oxyhydroxides, goethite, magnetite, hematite and native iron e.g. Figure 19 (Cundy
et al 2005, Faulkner et al 2005, Hopkinson et al 2003, Hopkinson et al 2009).
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Figure 19. Iron band formed using FIRS. This iron band was precipitated within a
mass of sandy soil. The shape and size of the iron bands indicate the geometry of
the pH interface. (Faulkner et al 2005)

Precipitation of iron is key to the FIRS process; the forced precipitation of iron at the
pH interface also results in co-precipitation of contaminants. The precipitated iron
sequesters contaminants from an aqueous state, immobilising and concentrating
contamination to a smaller mass of soil. Even after the pH regions have met and
precipitation of contaminants has occurred the pH regions continue to mobilise and
redistribute contaminants into the pH interface / iron precipitation zone effectively
concentrating contaminants into a smaller mass of soil leaving the remainder of the
soil comparatively free from contamination.

Since the FIRS process mobilises and concentrates contaminants into a smaller
mass of soil complete remediation is achieved once the concentrated contaminated
soil has been removed and reinstated with clean soil.
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Figure 20. Schematic Diagram of FIRS Remediation Process. Red represents acidic
conditions while blue represents alkaline conditions. Grey represents precipitated Fe
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3.8.3.2

FIRS Development

Since 2003 considerable resource has been committed in exploring and developing
potential applications for FIRS. Both its land remediation and structural engineering
capabilities have been explored.

Faulkner et al 2005. A thesis examining the application of FIRS at bench scale for
the remediation of heavy metal contamination in soils and sediments and for general
civil engineering applications was submitted in 2009 and awarded in 2011.

Hopkinson et al 2009. A knowledge transfer partnership project was undertaken by
the University of Brighton in collaboration with Churngold Remediation Ltd between
2005 and 2007, examining the field scale application of FIRS to address Chromium
(Cr-VI) contaminated soils and wastes.

In parallel to the work undertaken by Faulkner and Hopkinson FIRS was also
considered to have possible application in respect to remediation of radioactively
contaminated land.

Prior to commitment of significant resource and expenditure an initial laboratory
feasibility study was undertaken to assess FIRS capability as a potential remediation
technique for addressing AWE’s inventory of ex-situ radioactively contaminated
soils. This preliminary investigation confirmed that FIRS was capable of successfully
mobilising and redistributing a range of elements within AWE soils (Figure 21)
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Figure 21. Results from initial laboratory trial (Cundy et al 2005)
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The recommendations of the study were to further investigate the controlling
variables within the system and to optimise the FIRS remediation process for
treatment of AWE legacy wastes. (Cundy et al 2005)

In order to further explore and develop the capabilities of FIRS, and low energy
electrokinetics more widely, as an effective remediation technique for actinide
contaminated soil wastes a two year Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP)
between the University of Brighton and the Atomic Weapons Establishment was
established and carried out by the author between 2007 and 2009. This thesis
presents data generated by the author during this KTP project and in the period
following while registered as a PhD student at the University of Brighton.
(Environmental-KTN 2008)
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4

Experimental Methods

The effectiveness of EK as a remediation process is controlled by a number of
variables, principally:


Voltage (V) applied across the electrodes



The ionic strength of the pore waters / solutions added to the system



The geochemical and physical properties of the soil

To rigorously and robustly assess the controlling variables of FIRS, and EK
techniques more widely, as applied to AWE site material, an 18 month programme
of laboratory experimental work was devised to systematically test variables within
the system and to identify the operating parameters at which EK was most effective
at remediating AWE contaminated material. Following the laboratory phase
development a field scale application was undertaken on AWE’s inventory of ex-situ
contaminated soil (Figure 22).

Each stage of experimentation was dynamic; the experimental design was revised
to ensure that the data sets obtained addressed individual variables and the design
of the experiments was revised to ensure time and resources were used efficiently.

All laboratory experimental work was undertaken at the National Oceanography
Centre, Southampton UK, using AWE contaminated soil samples. Representative
masses (Approx. 60kg of the Ex-situ inventory, 15kg Waste management area, 15kg
North Pond soils) of the inventories were retrieved, packaged and transported to the
National Oceanography Centre Geosciences Advisory Unit Laboratories.

Sample volumes were minimal in order to; minimise the risks associated with
handling radioactive materials, minimise the volumes of radioactive waste generated
as a result of undertaking the research, minimise the volumes of radioactive waste
requiring disposal following completion of the laboratory trials.
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Figure 22. Summary of the experimental development programme

4.1

Basic Experimental Design

Previous work by Cundy A, Hopkinson L, Faulkner D have demonstrated that the
basic EK experimental setup is to emplace electrodes vertically into a mass of soil.
Previous laboratory trials typically used pairs of electrodes emplaced into
contaminated soil with electrode separation of circa 15-20cm although multiple
electrode pairs at separations of 1m have also been used. (Cundy et al 2005, Cundy
et al 2005, Faulkner et al 2005, Hopkinson et al 2003, Hopkinson et al 2009)
As a starting point for FIRS development as a remediation technique for AWE’s
inventory of contaminated soil the basic experimental setup was employed.
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Figure 23. FIRS Basic Experimental Setup

Electrodes were 20cm long, 1 cm in diameter. Electrode separation was 16cm.
Following completion of each experimental trial, the experimental design was
critically appraised. Experimental design was often revised for a number of reasons,
principally;


To optimise remediation effectiveness,



To ensure efficient use of resources,



To isolate and test specific variables, such as voltage, addition of
conditioning agents etc

Amendments to experimental design are documented at the relevant sections later
in the thesis.

4.2

Periodic Monitoring

To assess FIRS effectiveness at mobilising and redistributing contaminants periodic
monitoring was undertaken throughout experimentation.

Visual observation was used as a qualitative indicator of electro-kinetic effects;


Bubbling water at the cathode is an indicator of electrolysis of water



Net water movements (via electro-osmosis) towards the cathode is
evidenced by drying of soil at the anode



Rust staining of the soil surface is evidence of the drop in pH at, and
dissolution of, the anode



Precipitation of salts at the cathode is evidence of ionic species migration



Precipitation of iron at the pH interface (i.e. the boundary between the
acid and alkaline “fronts”) is evidence of establishment of two distinct pH
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regions, the corrosion of the sacrificial anode, and migration and
redistribution of iron.

Although qualitative, visual observation is useful indicator of electro-kinetic effects
and of the FIRS process.

As described in section 3 a characteristic of FIRS

remediation is the establishment of acidic region at the anode and an alkali region at
the cathode. The pH regions were monitored periodically using a Hannah
Instruments pH meter.

4.3

Analytical Techniques

Following experimentation actinide, major and trace element analysis was
undertaken to assess mobilisation and redistribution of elements and key
radionuclides. Many of the graphs presented have error bars, others have error bars
omitted. It is important to note that the general trend of the graph is more pertinent
then the absolute values of each data point.

4.3.1

Major and Trace Element Analytical Techniques

Assessing major and minor trace element distribution provides valuable information
on mobilising and redistributing elements and radionuclides within the system. Major
and trace element mapping was achieved using ITRAX and XRF analysis.

4.3.1.1

ITRAXTM Analysis

ITRAX™ is a non-destructive assay tool which provides high resolution imaging and
element mapping. ITRAX is a micro-XRF system (developed by Cox Analytical
Systems, Sweden) that uses a 200µm x 20mm capillary waveguide to analyse large
(up to 120mm x 1800mm) samples (usually core samples) rapidly, non-destructively
and at high spatial resolution. The X-ray beam is produced using a 3 kW Mo X-ray
tube operating at 30 kV and 30 mA. XRF spectra are typically acquired for 30
seconds at every incremental position before the sample is moved progressively
(under software control) to the next position. The X-ray spectra are analysed using
the proprietary QSpec software provided with the ITRAX system; outputs are
elemental peak areas which have been demonstrated to reflect element
abundances. (Croudace et al 2006)

With respect to this application, sample preparation for ITRAX analysis is minimal.
Samples are only required to be cut to an approximately flat surface and can be
analysed in air. Soil samples were frozen, the walls of the container (higher than the
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soil) were removed using a vibrating saw and the surface of the soil covered with a
thin film. Once frozen the soils were also sliced along a plane in-line with the
electrodes creating a cross section which could be analysed. Analyses were
performed at the National Oceanography Centre, Southampton.

By progressively irradiating the sample with an intense micro-X-Ray beam focused
through a flat capillary waveguide the resultant X-ray fluorescence (XRF) is
produced. By detecting the X-ray response of the target material, the spectra
indicates which elements are present in the sample. The datum acquired are plotted
to produce elemental profile maps of the sample. (Croudace et al 2006)

Advantages of using ITRAX are;


Sample preparation is minimal



High resolution continuous spatial data sets are generated



Rapid generation of comprehensive data sets

Figure 24. ITRAX Scanner at the National Oceanography Centre

4.3.1.2

XRF Analysis

In addition to ITRAX or when ITRAX analysis was not feasible soil samples were
destructively sampled for XRF analysis. Prior to analysis, soil samples were dried in
air in an oven (at 105ºC) and ground to a fine powder. The powders were pressed
into pellets using a 25 tonne hydraulic press. A Philips Panalytical MAGIX-Pro
wavelength dispersive XRF spectrometer was used to determine elemental
composition using powder pellets. A 4kW Rh end window X-ray tube was used and
elements were excited using the most appropriate combination of kV and mA.
Calibration lines for all elements were determined using 14 international
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geochemical reference samples having a range of compositions. Appropriate interelement corrections were applied using SuperQ software, supplied by the
manufacturer, where fundamental parameter algorithms and the scattered radiation
method could be applied to compensate for matrix effects. The WD-XRF technique
used provides typical detection limits of 1-2 ppm for many trace elements (Rb, Sr, Y,
Zr, Nb, Th, Zn, Ni, As, Pb, U, through to 10ppm for others (e.g. Ba, Cr, V, La, Ce).
(Croudace et al 1990)

4.3.2

Actinide Analytical Techniques

Actinide analysis is essential in appraising the effectiveness of EK in mobilising and
redistributing actinides in a mass of soil. Due to the radioactive and chemical
properties of actinides a number of analytical techniques are available, and the
following were used for determining actinide distribution throughout the soil.

4.3.2.1

Gross Alpha Beta Analysis

Gross alpha beta analysis is an effective, cost efficient and reasonably fast
analytical technique capable of quantifying the radioactive content of soil samples.

Prior to analysis, soil samples were dried, ground and sieved through a 125m
mesh sieve. Approximately 125mg of the sieved material was mounted on a filter
paper and the sample counted using a Tennelec XLB gas flow proportional counter.
Gross alpha and beta activities were determined relative to Am-241 alpha source
and a Cs-137 beta source. (GAU 2007)

4.3.2.2

Gamma Spectroscopy

Requiring minimum sample preparation gamma spectroscopy is an efficient, cost
effective analytical technique with regards to analysis of radioactively contaminated
soils. However, gamma spectroscopy has its limitations. Depending on type of
radionuclide and specifically the activity of gamma ray emitting radionuclides
gamma spectroscopy often requires long count times in heavily shielded detectors
to acquire statistically robust data sets.

Prior to analysis soils samples were dried in an oven then ground into a fine powder.
The samples were weighed into plastic vials and then transferred to a Canberra
Hyper Pure Germanium (HPGe) well detector for counting. The analysis software
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used was Fitzpeaks Gamma analysis software, JF Computing, Stanford in the Vale
UK. (GAU 2007, GAU 2007).
With respect treatment of AWE’s contaminated soils; of principle interest is the
Americium (Am-241) signal @ 59.536 keV.

4.3.2.3

Radiochemical Separation of Plutonium

Established procedures for radiochemical separation and analysis of trace levels of
plutonium in soil samples have been employed for many years.
Requiring considerable preparation radiochemical separation of plutonium from soils
is time consuming, and relatively resource intensive but does generate accurate
data on the activity of plutonium in soil samples.

Prior to analysis, an aliquot of the sample was spiked with Pu-242 as a chemical
yield monitor, and leached using aqua regia. The solution was then evaporated to
dryness. The residue was re-dissolved in 8M HNO3 and transferred to a previously
conditioned anion exchange column for purification and separation. Plutonium was
eluted with a NH4I/HCl reagent. The purified Pu fraction was evaporated to dryness
and dissolved in 1ml 1.2M HCl. The solution was transferred along with 10ml 4%
ammonium oxalate to a plating cell. Plutonium was electroplated (400mA/12V for
100 minutes) onto a 27mm stainless steel disc. The disc was then washed and dried
before being counted on an Ortec Octete alpha spectrometer fitted with 450mm2
ULTRA detectors (100 keV energy resolution). The Pu-239-240and Pu-238 activities
were determined relative to the Pu-242 spike. (GAU 2006, Warwick et al 1999)
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5

Laboratory Trials

The objective of the laboratory tests to assess EK induced actinide, major element
and trace element mobilisation identifying and investigating the variables controlling
EK remediation process, specifically:


Identify the effect of applied voltage on element and contaminant mobility
and redistribution



Assess the effect of differing electrolytic solutions on element and
contaminant mobility and redistribution



Identify what (if any) soil pre-treatment / conditioning agents may be added
to the soil to increase actinide and element mobility and redistribution



Identify what effect soil composition has on mobility and redistribution of
actinides, major elements and trace elements

In order to investigate these variables a series of experiments was devised to
investigate and appraise the variables individually.

5.1

Voltage Experiments

The objective of the voltage experiments was to identify at what voltage EK induces
actinide, major and trace element mobilisation and redistribution within the soil
materials derived from the AWE site.

Previous work using similar techniques has demonstrated EK application on kg
quantities of soil using electrode separations of approx. 20cm and experimental
durations of approx. 40days. (Hopkinson et al 2003, Cundy et al 2005, Cundy et al
2005, Faulkner 2005, Hopkinson et al 2009). Using the basic experimental design
described previously a series of experiments were set up to identify the control
exerted by applied voltage on the effectiveness of the EK process.
Using a representative sample of AWE’s inventory of ex-situ contaminated soil (from
skip 50) approx. 20kg of soil was transferred to a clean plastic bucket, moistened
with AWE ground water and mixed by hand for approx. 30 minutes to ensure the
bulk material was homogeneous. Following mixing, four, 4kg sub samples were
transferred and packed into containers (test cells) measuring 22 cm long x 15 cm
wide x 13 cm deep.
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A pair of machined iron electrodes, 20cm long and 1 cm diameter, were centred and
inserted vertically into the soil at either end of the container away from the container
wall maintaining an electrode separation of 16cm. (Figure 25) The electrodes were
connected to power supplies set to 0V,3.2V (0.2V/cm), 9.6V (0.6V/cm), and 19.2V
(1.2V/cm). The experimental trials were run for 70 days (40 days + a 30 day
extension).

Figure 25. Experimental design used in the Voltage Experiments.

Once the experiments were setup and connected to the power supplies, pH
monitoring was periodically undertaken to assess the establishment of the acidic
and alkali pH regions around the respective electrodes. Visual observations were
also recorded in support of experimental monitoring. Upon completion of the
experiment, ITRAX analysis was used to assess major and trace element
redistribution. Following non-destructive assay, the cells were then destructively
sampled to retrieve soil samples for gamma spectroscopy and radiochemical
analysis. The results of the experiments are presented herein.

5.1.1

Voltage Experiments Results and Interpretation

Periodic pH monitoring of the soils revealed that pronounced cross-cell pH gradients
(pH 6 – 11) were established in the 3.2V, 9.6V and 19.2V experiments (Figure 26).
As to be expected no change in pH was observed in the control experiment.
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Figure 26. pH Gradients developed in the voltage experiments. Within 8 days pH
changes were evident
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5.1.1.1

pH Monitoring

As to be expected, no significant change in pH was observed in the 0v cell. Within 8
days, the 3.2V cell had started to develop an alkaline region around the cathode.
After approx. 1 month a significant alkaline region had been established however
the pH around the anode had not decreased. Toward the end of the experiment the
alkaline region was maintained (pH9 – pH11) but the acidic region did not develop
and the soil around the anode remained at pH 6.5 (Figure 26).

Within 8 days an alkaline region around the cathode was under development in the
9.6V cell. After approx. 1 month a significant alkaline region had been established
and was maintained (pH9 – pH11) for the remainder of the experiment (Figure 26).
Similar to the 3.2V cell, by the end of the experiment no significant reduction in pH
around the anode had been observed.

Within 8 days the 19.2V cell had developed a significant alkaline region around the
Cathode. The pH profile exhibited a distinct change in pH approx. 12-14 cm from the
anode (Figure 26). After 1 month, the alkaline region had increased in size,
spreading toward the anode. This alkaline region was maintained for the remainder
of the experiment. Similar to the 3.2V and 9.6V cell a significant reduction and
establishment of an acidic region around the anode was not realised. However, the
pH profile does suggest the pH around the anode was starting to decrease as there
was an evident reduction in pH between day 29 and day 66 approx. 6 – 8 cm from
the anode (Figure 26).

Throughout the experiment the 19.2V cell and to a lesser extent the 9.6V cell
exhibited a number of visual characteristics indicative of electrokinetic effects;


Bubbling water was observed at the cathode



Drying a cracking of the soil was observed at the anode



The cathode region generally appeared to be wetter than the anode region



Rust staining of the soil was present around the anode



Precipitation of salts was observed at the cathode

pH monitoring of the 0V, 3.2V, 9.6V, and 19.2V proved successful and confirmed
electrokinetic effects were induced in the 3.2V, 9.6V and 19.2V cells. Each test cell
developed a clearly identifiable alkali pH region at the cathode.
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The alkaline region established in the 19.2V cell was generated considerably
quicker than the other cells. This is to be expected, as electrolysis in the 19.2V cell
is greater than that of the 9.6V and 3.2V cell. The establishment of the alkali region
in the 19.2V cell is consistent with previous work by Cundy et al. (Cundy et al 2005).

pH monitoring indicated the acidic region was not established in this soil. High
calcium carbonate (CaCO3) content in soil will buffer a reduction in pH. In an attempt
to address the underdevelopment of the acidic region, the experimental duration
was extended by 30days. It was hoped that during this time, the buffering capacity
of the soil would be overwhelmed and the pH at the anode would drop significantly
enhancing actinide and element mobility and redistribution. However, even with this
extension in experimental duration the pH reduction at the anode was not realised.

The pH monitoring measured the pH at 1cm depth soil surface. As described in
section 3.8.1 an electrokinetic effect is soil heating and drying. Electro-osmosis
results in a net water flow toward the cathode, as such, soil drying is particularly
evident at the anode. Periodically, AWE ground water was added at the anode to
combat soil drying. It is conceivable that by adding water dilutes acid produced at
the anode. Hence, the pH measured at the surface may not necessarily be
representative of the pH at depth. Actinide, major and trace element analysis
confirmed whether changes in pH at the anode were sufficient to mobilise
contaminants, compounds and elements.

5.1.1.2

Major and Trace Element Mobilisation and Redistribution

As previously described, major and trace element mobilisation and redistribution can
be used as an indicator of how actinides will behave in response to EK treatment.
Furthermore, major element geochemistry can directly affect and govern actinide
geochemical behaviour e.g. co-precipitation of plutonium with iron.

pH monitoring in the voltage experiments confirmed the EK treatment altered the pH
conditions of the soil and there was clear evidence of electrokinetic process within
some of the test cells. As such, it is expected that ITRAX analysis would confirm
mobilisation and redistribution of elements in the 19.2V, 9.6V and potentially the
3.2V cell.
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Figure 27. Fe, Mn, Zn, Ca, Si, Sr, S distribution following EK treatment at 19.2V for
70 days. Data from ITRAX scanning: x-axis represents scan distance (anode
extreme left of axis, cathode at extreme right), y-axis shows X-ray response. Note.
Y-axis scales are slightly pixelated.

Iron (Fe) exhibits a trend consistent with EK/ FIRS processes outlined in section
3.8.3 and previous FIRS experimental work reported in Cundy et al 2005, Faulkner
et al 2005, Hopkinson et al 2003.

Elevated levels of iron are present in the acidic region with a marked reduction of Fe
toward the cathode (Figure 27). This is consistent with the formation of an acidic
region around the anode, which has extends toward the cathode. The elevated
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levels of iron in the acidic region are a result of partial dissolution of the sacrificial
anode and subsequent transport of Fe via electro-osmosis and electro-migration
towards the cathode. The notable change in Fe levels approximately equidistant
from the anode and cathode correlates with the change in pH equidistant from the
electrodes (Figure 26).

It is evident that iron is also present in the alkaline region, all be it, at lower levels
(Figure 27). Iron is the 4th most abundant element in the earth’s crust and is
commonly found in mineral form within soils and rocks. This ‘background’ iron is
associated with iron minerals within the soil, most likely FeOOH and other coatings
on clay minerals.

Manganese (Mn) Abundant in nature Mn is found in a variety of forms and oxidation
states. Often in combination with Fe, Mn maybe present in an elemental form or in a
mineral form principally; pyrolusite (MnO2), Braunite (Mn2+Mn3+6SiO12) and
Psilomelane (Ba(Mn2+)(Mn4+)8O16(OH)4). (Krauskopf 1995)
Figure 28. Manganese pH EH diagram depicting various Mn phases (Geological
Survey Japan 2005)

The distribution of Mn exhibited in the ITRAX scan (Figure 27) is very characteristic
of FIRS treatment and consistent with previous experimental work (Cundy et al
2005)
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Mn is sensitivity to changes in pH, more so than Fe. Mn dissolves and mobilises
readily in acidic conditions (Figure 28) and is transported in acidic conditions as
Mn2+ via electro migration and electro-osmosis.

Elevated levels of Mn are clearly evident in the region equidistant from the anode
and cathode (Figure 27). This region correlates with the change in pH equidistant
from the electrodes (Figure 26). The change in pH forces precipitation of Mn (Figure
28).

There is a discrete but nevertheless noticeable difference in the baseline levels of
Mn in the alkaline region and the acidic region (Figure 27). The levels present in the
acidic region are less than that in the alkaline region suggesting the Mn is
associated with minerals in the soil and that EK treatment has mobilised Mn from
the mineral phase and redistributed the Mn to the pH interface. The residual Mn in
the acidic region is Mn which cannot be mobilised by FIRS during the duration of the
experiment.

The distribution Mn exhibits in the 19.2V cell is typical of FIRS treatment and
confirms the establishment of an aggressive acidic region and transport of Mn via
electro-migration and electro-osmosis.

Calcium (Ca); as discussed in 5.1.1 a significant reduction in pH at the anode was
not realised (Figure 26). This may have been caused by the presence of calcium
carbonate in the soil. ITRAX analysis confirms the presence of appreciable calcium
in the soil. Reduced levels of Ca are present in the acidic region with a marked
increase in levels at the alkaline region (Figure 27). ITRAX analysis confirmed Ca
exhibits a distribution characteristic of FIRS treatment and consistent with previous
experimental data (Cundy et al 2005). Again, Ca distribution correlates with the pH
profile (Figure 26). Ca distribution indicates the presence of calcium carbonate
buffered the establishment of the acidic region around the anode. Following
dissolution of calcium carbonate, Ca was mobilised toward the cathode by electromigration and electro-osmosis

(most

likely as Ca2+

reprecipitation in the alkaline zone as CaCO3 or CaOH.
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(Figure

29))

before

Figure 29. Calcium pH EH diagram depicting various Ca phases (Geological Survey
Japan 2005).
Silicon (Si) levels of Si are generally lower in the acidic region than the alkaline
region (Figure 27). This is likely to be a mechanical effect rather than an EK effect.
Si is chemically very stable and is present in many soil minerals. Si distribution
suggests a reasonable fraction of the soil is made up of fine soil fragments and
clays. As described in section 3.8.1 electro-osmosis produces a net flow of water
toward the cathode. Si distribution suggests the net flow of water entrains and
transports fines toward the cathode resulting in the distribution observed (Figure 27).

Sulphur (S) levels of Sulphur are slightly higher in the acidic region than in the
alkaline region (Figure 27). This is likely to be as a result of the migration of ionic
sulphate compounds toward the anode via electro-migration.
Zinc (Zn) levels of zinc are reduced around the anode whilst in the levels in the
remainder of the soil are relatively consistent (with a number of isolated peak levels
(Figure 27)). Previous experimental work by Cundy et al 2005 generated a greater
differential between the acidic and alkaline regions. The slight change in pH in the
acidic region (Figure 26) was not sufficient to mobilise significant amount of Zn
(Figure 30) resulting in only minor variations in concentration across the cell.
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Figure 30. Zn pH Eh diagram depicting various Zn phases (Geological Survey Japan
2005)
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Figure 31. Fe, Mn, Zn, Ca, Si, Sr, S distribution following EK treatment at 9.6V for 70
days. Data from ITRAX scanning: x-axis represents scan distance (anode extreme
left of axis, cathode at extreme right), y-axis shows X-ray response. Note. Y-axis
scales are slightly pixelated.

Iron (Fe) distribution in the 9.6V cell is similar to that of the 19.2V cell (Figure 31,
Figure 27). Elevated levels of Fe are evident in the acidic region with a notable
reduction in Fe levels toward the cathode. The distribution correlates to the 9.6V pH
profile (Figure 26).
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Manganese (Mn) distribution in the 9.6V cell is similar to that of the 19.2V cell
(Figure 31, Figure 27) and is consistent with previous work by Cundy et al 2005.
Reduced levels of Mn are at evident in the acidic region whilst elevated levels of Mn
is present equidistant from the anode and cathode (Figure 31). The Mn distribution
changes gradually across the cell, in contrast the Mn levels in the 19.2V cell are
found in a narrower region (Figure 31, Figure 27), suggesting the pH gradient in the
9.6V cell is gradual.

Calcium (Ca) distribution in the 9.6V cell is similar to that of the 19.2V cell (Figure
31, Figure 27) and is consistent with previous work by Cundy et al 2005. As
previously discussed, the Calcium Carbonate content of the soil buffers the
development of the acidic region. The Ca distribution in the 9.6V cell (Figure 31) is
consistent with the gradual dissolution and redistribution of Ca.
Silicon (Si) exhibits a distribution consistent with electro-osmotic transportation of
fines toward the cathode. The Si distribution in the 9.6V cell is similar to that of the
19.2V cell (Figure 31, Figure 27).

Sulphur (S) distribution in the 9.6V cell is similar to that of the 19.2V cell (Figure 31,
Figure 27). Sulphur exhibits slightly higher concentrations in the acidic region than in
the alkaline region (Figure 31). This is likely to be as a result of the migration of ionic
sulphate compounds toward the anode via electro-migration.
Zinc (Zn) levels of Zn in the 9.6V cell exhibits some evidence of redistribution. A
very slight reduction Zn is present in the acidic region whilst slightly elevated levels
are present toward the alkaline region (Figure 31).
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Figure 32. Fe, Mn, Zn, Ca, Si, Sr, S distribution following EK treatment at 3.2V for 70
days. Data from ITRAX scanning: x-axis represents scan distance (anode extreme
left of axis, cathode at extreme right), y-axis shows X-ray response. Note:
distributions are pixelated.
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Iron (Fe) elevated levels of Fe are present in the acidic region (Figure 32). The
extent of Fe redistribution is minimal compared with the 19.2V and 9.6V cells (Figure
27, Figure 31).
Manganese (Mn) elevated levels of Mn are present equidistant from the anode and
cathode (Figure 32).
Calcium (Ca) levels of Ca are erratic in the 3.2V cell (Figure 32). This is most likely
due to the presence of calcium carbonate clasts or nodules in the soil. The presence
of the calcium spike adjacent to the anode indicates an acidic region was not
established and calcium was not dissolved and redistributed toward the cathode.

Silicon (Si) levels of Si increase toward the cathode (Figure 32). Again, this is
consistent with electro-osmotic transportation of fines toward the cathode.
Sulphur (S) levels of S show little evidence of EK mobilisation and redistribution
(Figure 32).

Zinc (Zn) levels of Zn show little evidence of EK mobilisation and redistribution
(Figure 32).
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Figure 33. Fe, Mn, Zn, Ca, Si, Sr, S distribution in the control cell (0V for 70 days).
Data from ITRAX scanning: x-axis represents scan distance (anode extreme left of
axis, cathode at extreme right), y-axis shows X-ray response. Note: Distributions are
pixelated

As expected Fe, Mn, Ca, Si, S, Zn do not exhibit any evidence of mobilisation and
redistribution. Generally, levels of Fe, Mn, Si, S, Zn are approximately uniform. Ca
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has a number of peaks most likely associated with the presence of calcium
carbonate clasts or nodules within the soil (Figure 33).

5.1.1.3

Actinide Distributions in Voltage Experiments

Following ITRAX analysis the EK-treated soils samples were destructively sampled
for gamma and radiochemical analysis. Scintillation vials were filled with soil taken
sequentially at set distances between the electrodes. The samples were dried in an
oven, ground, weighed then analysed via gamma spectroscopy. Of the actinides
present within AWE’s contaminated soils the only actinide emitting a significant
gamma signal is Am- 241 a daughter product of Pu- 241.

As reported in section 5.1.1 the 19.2V cell generated a notable pH gradient and
significant major and minor element redistribution was evident (Figure 26, Figure
27). Similar, less distinct element mobilisation was observed in the other test cells
(Figure 31, Figure 32). Given the mobilisation and redistribution of some major and
minor elements, it was possible that actinide redistribution may be evident in the
cells, particularly the 19.2V cell.

Figure 34. Am distribution follow EK treatment at 19.2V for 70 days. Gamma
Spectroscopy data.

Gamma spectroscopy indicates elevated levels of Am in the alkaline region (Figure
34). As described in section 5.1.1 the 19.2V cell did not develop an acidic region
around the anode hence the Am was not mobilised due to changes in pH (Figure
35).
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Figure 35. pH Eh diagram depicting various Am phases

Furthermore, Am distribution does not exhibit a peak activity at the pH interface
within cell, as such; redistribution of Am is not accredited to electro-migration. As
described in section 2.2 actinides are closely bound to the clay / fine fractions of soil.
The redistribution of Am in the 19.2V cell is most likely to be associated with
physical transportation of clay and fine fractions via electro-osmosis. Am distribution
(Figure 34) is similar to that of Si in the 19.2V cell whereby levels increase toward
the cathode (Figure 27).
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Gamma spectroscopy of the 9.6V, 3.2V and 0V cells confirm no significant
mobilisation or redistribution of Am was evident. pH gradients were established in
the 9.6V and 3.2V cells however these were insufficient to affect the solubility of Am
(Figure 35). No evidence of Am redistribution via elelctro-osmosis was evident,
electro-osmotic flow in the 9.6V and 3.2V cells were insufficient to entrain and
redistribute fine fractions.

Following gamma spectroscopy, the soil samples were prepared for radiochemical
separation of plutonium and alpha spectroscopy. The dry, ground soil was acid
leached with aqua regia to remove metals for the soil. The metals were then
separated by co-precipitation with Iron Hydroxide, re-dissolved in acid before Pu
was separated using anion exchange resin. Finally the Pu was eluted and
electroplated to Aluminium planchets and counted using alpha spectroscopy.
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Figure 36. Plutonium distributions, data from alpha spectroscopy, following EK
treatment at 19.2V, 9.6V and 3.2V for 70 days.

Alpha spectroscopy clearly shows evidence of Pu mobilisation and redistribution in
the 19.2V cell (Figure 36). As described in section 5.1.1 the 19.2V cell did not
develop an acidic region around the anode hence Pu was not mobilised due to
changes in pH. Previously described in section 2.2 Pu is closely bound to the clay /
fine fractions of soil. The redistribution of Pu in the 19.2V cell is most likely to be
associated with physical transportation of clay and fine fractions via electro-osmosis.

Furthermore, Pu and Am distributions correlate (Figure 37) suggesting both Pu and
Am are redistributed via the same process.
Figure 37. Am and Pu correlation following EK treatment at 19.2V for 70 days.
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5.1.1.4

Discussion of findings from the 19.2V experiments

The voltage experiments were successful in mobilising a range of elements and
actinides.

Electrokinetic effects were observed in the test cells, particularly the 19.2V cell
(1.2V/cm). Distinct pH gradients were established in the test cells, alkaline
conditions developed readily in proximity to the cathode. The calcium carbonate
content of the soil buffered the development of the acidic region around the anode.

Mobilisation and redistribution of Fe, Mn, Ca was evident in the 19.2V cell dissolving
and redistributing elements via electro-migration and electro-osmosis. The buffering
capacity of the soil prevented the development of aggressive acidic regions hence
the solubility of actinides remained unchanged. However, the redistribution of
actinides was evident and is attributed to physical transport of clays and fine
fractions of soil via electro-osmosis. Analysis confirmed Pu and Am are redistributed
via the same process.

The voltage trials confirmed EK was most effective at redistributing actinides and
major elements at ≈20V and to a lesser extent ≈10V. Experiments at 3.2V were
precluded

from

further

investigation.

EK

effectiveness

at

mobilising

and

redistributing actinides and elements may be improved if the buffering capacity of
the soil could be reduced.
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5.2

Soil pre- treatment and conditioning experiments

Electrokinetic remediation technologies often employ pre-treatment and a variety of
conditioning agents to assist electrokinetic processes and increase remediation
efficiency. (Virkutyte et al 2002, Reddy 2009)
Previous work by Cundy et al has utilised a limited number of pre-treatment and
conditioning agents (citric acid) in an attempt to increase FIRS effectiveness at
mobilising and redistributing contaminants (Cundy et al 2005).

The objective of the soil pre-treatment and conditioning experiments was to;


Assess what effect differing electrolytic solutions has on element and
actinide mobility and redistribution



Identify what soil pre-treatment / conditioning agents may be applied to the
soil to increase actinide and element mobility and redistribution

Building on the success of the voltage experiments, the experimental design in the
soil pre-treatment and conditioning experiments was revised to;


Decrease experimental duration and,



Increase experimental efficiency (and in particular to minimise volumes of
radioactively-contaminated material that needed to be handled)



Ensure the efficient use of resources

The revised experimental design enabled multiple trials to be completed
simultaneously.

5.2.1

Pre-treatment using particle size separation

Actinides are predominantly bound to the clay fraction of the soil (Reylea 1978,
Choppin et al 2001, Duff 2001, Wada 2001, Smally R 2002, Croudace et al 2004). In
the environment Pu exists predominantly in the form of insoluble Pu(IV) hydroxides
and oxides (Francis 2001).

Previous work by the Geosciences Advisory Unit

(University of Southampton) specifically on AWE’s ex-situ inventory of contaminated
soil showed that approximately 99% of plutonium contamination in the soil is
associated with the < 710 µm fraction of the soil and that this fraction represents 5565% of the soil mass (Croudace et al 2004).

Since the vast majority of the contamination is associated with the less than 710 µm
fraction the soil was sorted and separated into its constituent components.
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By undertaking particle size separation, the

mass of contaminated soil

(contaminated to levels of regulatory concern) has been reduced by approx. 40%.
This reduction of contaminated soil is discussed further in section 7 Conclusions. EK
experimentation was undertaken on the < 710 fraction in an attempt to further
remediate the soil.

5.2.2

Soil conditioning using ionic solutions

Following particle size separation a number of conditioning agents were used to
assess what effect ionic solutions have on EK remediation.
By conducting experiments using different liquids with differing ionic potential;


Element solubility and mobility was investigated



Contaminant solubility and mobility was investigated



Formation of pH regions within the test cell was investigated

5.2.3

Combined soil pre-treatment and conditioning experimental
design

Approx. 11.5 kg of AWE ex-situ contaminated soil was wet sieved and separated
according to particle size. The fractions collected were < 710 µm, 710 – 2000 µm
and > 2000 µm.
Table 3. Particle size separation, fraction and respective weight
< 710

710 – 2000

> 2000

Dry Weight (kg)

3.5

0.1

7.9

Weight as % Total

30.4

0.9

68.7

Size Fraction (µm)

Once the fine fraction was separated AWE ground water was added, the fine
fraction and water was then mixed to form a homogeneous slurry.

The sub samples of the < 710 fraction slurry were then transferred to a 12mm bore,
45cm long malleable silicon tube. A glass tube (fitted with a frit) was then inserted in
one end of the silicon tube. The tube was then formed into a ‘U’ shape and secured
using a jig to keep its form. (Figure 38)

The glass tubes were then filled with a variety of ionic solutions, including;


Reverse Osmosis (RO) Water (ultra-pure water, very low ionic potential)



AWE Groundwater (GW)
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Sea Water (SW) (High ionic potential)



30% Citric Acid solution (High ionic potential and removes by dissolution
calcium carbonate in the soil)

These conditioning agents represent a range of ionic strengths and may have
varying effects on actinide mobility.
Once the slurry had settled and the glass tubes filled, iron electrodes were
emplaced into the respective open ends and connected to a power supply set to
19.2V or 9.6V.
Figure 38. Experimental design ionic solution experiments

As identified in the voltage experiments the calcium carbonate content of the soil
buffers the establishment of the acidic region around the anode. In an attempt to
address the buffering capacity of the soil a sub sample of the < 710m fraction was
subject to an additional pre-treatment prior to EK application.

A sub sample of the < 710 µm fraction was mixed with 30% Citric Acid solution to
‘de-carbonate’ the soil. The reaction is best described as;
Citric acid + calcium carbonate -> calcium citrate + carbon dioxide + water
C6H8O7 + 3CaCO3 -> Ca3(C6H5O7)2 + 3CO2 + 3H20
Once mixed the slurry was transferred to the silicon tube for EK treatment.
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Citric acid was used to de-carbonate the soil since it is a weak acid, nevertheless
strong enough to react and break down calcium carbonate and citric acid is
biodegradable (UNEP 2001), as such, following treatment the acid will decompose
(following a holding period of several weeks) and will not persist. This is an
important consideration when onward / final disposal is taken in to account.

Conditioning agents such as Nitric Acid and EDTA were not added to the system.
Whilst these have been used in other EK remediation processes (Reddy 2009) they
have not been utilised in this programme. Essentially, conditioning agents which are
not feasible for field scale trials have been omitted from laboratory trials. The LLWR
Conditions for Acceptance (CFA) do not permit corrosive substances or chelating
agents to be consigned to the repository (LLWR 2008). Hence, if AWE’s inventory of
contaminated soil was remediated using nitric acid / EDTA this would preclude
onward disposal to the LLWR and therefore these conditioning agents have not
been used. As described above, the soil pre-treatment / conditioning agent involved
multiple trials at two predetermined voltages conducted simultaneously. The
experiments were run for 26 days. For clarity, experiment labelling and
measurement convention is outlined below (Table 4).
Table 4. Soil Pre-treatment and conditioning agent experiment labeling and notation
convention
Soil pre-treatment

Conditioning agent used

Voltage

Reference

< 710 fraction

AWE Ground Water

0V

9.6 Control

< 710 fraction

Reverse Osmosis Water

9.6V

9.6 RO

< 710 fraction

AWE Ground Water

9.6V

9.6 GW

< 710 fraction

Sea Water

9.6V

9.6 SW

< 710 fraction

Citric Acid

9.6V

9.6 CA

< 710 fraction + Citric Citric Acid

9.6V

9.6CADC

Acid
< 710 fraction

AWE Ground Water

0V

19.2 Control

< 710 fraction

Reverse Osmosis Water

19.2V

19.2 RO

< 710 fraction

AWE Ground Water

19.2V

19.2 GW

< 710 fraction

Sea Water

19.2V

19.2 SW

< 710 fraction

Citric Acid

19.2V

19.2 CA

< 710 fraction + Citric

Citric Acid

19.2V

19.2 CADC

Acid
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5.2.4

Soil Pre-Treatment / Conditioning Results and Interpretation

5.2.4.1

pH Monitoring

Periodically throughout the duration of the experiment, the pH of the < 710 µm
fraction and the conditioning agent was measured. As expected, no significant
change in pH was observed in the 9.6V and 19.2V control experiments; pH ≈ 6 was
maintained for the duration of the experiment.

Significant pH gradients were established in some of the 19.2V and 9.6V
experiments (Figure 39, Figure 40). The pH gradients established in the 19.2V
experiments pH3 - pH13 were greater than that of the respective 9.6V experiments
pH4 – pH11. (Figure 39, Figure 40)

Figure 39; pH gradients established in the pre-treatment / conditioning agent
Experiments following EK treatment at 9.6V for 26 days. Refer to Table 4 for x-axis
labeling.
pH 15

pH 10

pH 5

0 v Control

9.6 v RO

9.6 v GW
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9.6 v SW

9.6 v CA

9.6 v CADC

Figure 40; pH gradients established in the pre-treatment / conditioning agent
Experiments following EK treatment at 19.2V for 26 days. Refer to Table 4 for x-axis
labeling.
pH 15

pH 10

pH 5

0 v Control

19.2 v RO

19.2 v GW

19.2 v SW

19.2 CA

19.2 v CADC

Alkaline conditions, pH 11, were established in both the 9.6V and 19.2V Reverse
Osmosis and Ground Water experiments. However, the buffering capacity of the <
710 µm fraction of soil prohibited the formation of an acidic region in the 9.6V and
19.2V Reverse Osmosis and Ground Water experiments (Figure 39, Figure 40).
Underdevelopment of the acidic region in these experiments is also consistent with
the underdevelopment of the acidic region in the voltage experiments.

The 9.6SW and 19.2SW experiments established significant pH gradients including
the development of an acidic region around the anode. The pH at the anode
reduced to 3 – 4 while the pH at the cathode reached 12 – 13 (Figure 39, Figure 40).
The development acidic region should mobilise actinides and major elements into
the aqueous phase. Once in aqueous form these actinides and elements should be
transported toward the cathode via electro-migration and electro-osmosis.

The use of citric acid as a conditioning agent in the 9.6CA and 19.2CA experiments
aided the establishment of the acidic region around the anode however; the acidity
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of the solution prevented the development of the alkaline region at the cathode
(Figure 39, Figure 40).

Using citric acid as pre-treatment agent, in addition to a conditioning agent, again
aided the development of the acidic region in the 9.6CADC experiment (Figure 39).
However, similar to the 9.6CA and 19.2CA experiments the alkaline regions failed to
develop.

The 19.2CADC experiment proved successful. The use of citric acid as a pretreatment agent as well as a conditioning agent aided the development of the acidic
region at the anode. However, unlike the 9.6CADC experiment the 19.2CADC
established an alkali region at the cathode (Figure 39, Figure 40). The increased
current delivered to the system resulted in an increase in electrolysis of water at the
cathode. This rate of electrolysis and production of OH- was sufficiently high to
neutralise the citric acid at the cathode and produce an alkaline region at the
cathode. The development of the acidic and alkaline regions may have resulted in
significant mobilisation and redistribution of actinides and major elements in the
19.2CADC experiment.

5.2.4.2

Actinide redistribution

Radiochemical analysis is resource intensive, time consuming and costly. As such,
the radiochemical analysis of the soil pre-treatment and conditioning agent
experiments was rationalised to ensure efficient use of resources and to ensure that
actinide analysis was focused on test cells where mobilisation was considered most
likely. The 19.2V CADC and 19.2V SW were analysed to assess actinide
redistribution.

These silicon tubes were then frozen and cut into sections, as depicted in Figure 41.
Due to the size shape and geometry of the pre-treatment and conditioning agent
experimental setup ITRAX analysis was not feasible. Major and minor trace element
analysis was not undertaken and the redistribution of the elements was not
confirmed.
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Figure 41; Measurement Convention

1

5
2

4
3

5.2.4.3

Actinide distributions in the Soil Pre-Treatment / Conditioning
agent experiments

Radiochemical analysis was undertaken on the 19.2V CADC and 19.2V SW
experiments to determine actinide distributions (Figure 42).
Figure 42. Pu-239 activities in the 19.2V SW soil pre-treatment / conditioning agent
experiment. Refer to Table 4 and Figure 41 for measurement convention
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Despite developing a significant pH gradient, pH 3 – 13 (Figure 40), the 19.2V Sea
Water experiment did not mobilise and redistribute Pu. Additional analysis of the
porewaters (separated via centrifuge) from the 19.2V SW samples suggested
slightly elevated levels of Pu between the anode and cathode.
Figure 43. Pu-239 in porewaters from the 19.2V SW experiment. Refer to Table 4
and Figure 41 for measurement convention

Figure 44. Pu-239 activities in the 19.2V CADC soil pre-treatment / conditioning
agent experiment

Note; the data point at the 19.2V CADC distribution anode is missing. The sample
was spoiled during analysis.
The 19.2 CADC also developed a significant pH gradient, pH 3 – 13 (Figure 40).
Radiochemical analysis suggests elevated levels of Pu toward the cathode (Figure
44). However, this trend is unclear due to the loss of the data point toward the
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anode. Further analysis of the 19.2V CADC porewaters confirmed elevated levels of
Pu toward the anode (Figure 45).
Figure 45. Pu-239 activities from 19.2V CADC porewaters

The 19.2V CADC experiment confirms the addition of citric acid increases Pu
solubility, this is further explored in section 5.3

5.2.4.4

Discussion on the soil pre-treatment / conditioning agent
experiments

The soil pre-treatment / conditioning agent experiments were reasonably successful
for a number of reasons.


As suggested by related literature and previous experimental work by
Croudace et al 2004 pre-treatment of soil using particle size separation
was confirmed to significantly reduce the mass and volume of
contaminated soil.



It was confirmed that the addition of some conditioning agents
significantly increases the establishment of the acidic and alkali regions
around the anode and cathode. Furthermore, it was confirmed that decarbonating the soil before electrokinetic treatment enhanced the
establishment of the pH gradient by allowing the development of an
acidic zone around the anode.



It was confirmed Pu was mobilised into the aqueous phase (particularly
in the acidic region) during the experiments.
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Despite the addition of an acid prior to electrokinetic treatment, strong
alkaline conditions (of upto pH12 - pH13) still develop around the
cathode in the citric acid pre-treated soil.



The experiments were a major success with respect to experimental
programme delivery and efficient use of resources. The experimental
duration was significantly reduced in comparison to the voltage
experiments (26 days for the soil conditioning experiments compared to
70 days for voltage experiments).

The major limitation of the experiment was that the experimental design did not
enable the redistribution of major and trace elements to be confirmed. As such
future experimental designs were devised to accommodate major and trace
elemental analysis.
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5.3

Revised Soil pre- treatment and conditioning experiments

Building on the success of the soil pre-treatment / conditioning agent experiments
the experimental design was revised allow post-treatment major and trace element
analysis, whist retaining the ability to confirm redistribution of actinides following
treatment.

5.3.1

Revised Soil pre- treatment and conditioning experimental
design

Using the remaining < 710 µm fraction, the soil was mixed with an excess of 30%
citric acid to de-carbonate the soil. The slurry was then transferred to a bespoke
35mm bore, 20 cm long, acrylic tube with 12cm ‘hopper’ ends (Figure 46).
Figure 46. Revised experimental design soil pretreatment / conditioning agent
experiments. Black deposits were evident (as illustrated) post treatment

AWE ground water was then used to fill one of the vertical hoppers while the other
hopper was filled with the decarbonated < 710 µm fraction. Once settled and topped
up to fill all void spaces iron electrodes were then emplaced; the anode was
positioned in the decarbonated < 710 µm fraction while the cathode was suspended
in the AWE ground water. The electrodes were connected to a power supply set at
19.2V. The experiment duration was 32 days.

Once the experiment had been completed the acrylic tube and contents were
frozen. The horizontal section of the tube was cut horizontally along the full length of
the tube creating a cross section. The exposed surface of the soil was scanned
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using ITRAX. Following ‘non-destructive’ assay soil samples were then removed
and prepared for XRF, gamma spectroscopy and radiochemical analysis.

5.3.2

Results and Interpretation of revised Soil pre- treatment and
conditioning experiments

Following experiment termination visual evidence suggested major and trace
element mobilisation and redistribution in the treated soil. It was evident that dark
brown and black deposits, probably iron and manganese deposits had formed in the
soil towards the cathode (Figure 46). ITRAX analysis confirmed major and minor
element distributions (Figure 47).
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Figure 47. Mn, Fe, Zn, Cu, K, Ca, Cl, Br, Sr, Si distribution in the revised soil pretreatment and conditioning experiment. Particle size separation, addition of citric
acid followed by EK treatment at 19.2V for 32 days. Data from ITRAX scanning: xaxis represents scan distance (anode extreme left of axis, cathode at extreme right),
y-axis shows X-ray response. Note. Y-axis scales are slightly pixelated.

Iron (Fe) exhibits a trend consistent with previous FIRS experimental data (Cundy et
al 2005) and a similar trend to the major element data obtained from the voltage
experiments (Figure 27). Elevated levels of iron are present in the acidic region
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which extends across the horizontal section of the tube. A marked reduction of Fe is
present toward the cathode (Figure 47). The distribution is characteristic of FIRS
processes, as described in section 3.8.3; iron from the sacrificial anode has been
dissolved into the aqueous phase and mobilisation of iron has occurred through
electro-osmosis and electro-migration. There is notable change in Fe levels near the
cathode indicating the pH interface between the acidic and alkaline regions. At this
point the change in pH forces the precipitation of iron precipitates evident as the
peaks in Fe levels (Figure 47).

Manganese (Mn) exhibits a distribution characteristic of FIRS treatment and a
similar trend to major element data obtained from the voltage experiments (Figure
27). Elevated levels of Mn are clearly evident toward the cathode (Figure 47)
indicating the pH interface between the acidic and alkaline regions.
Calcium (Ca) levels of Ca are clearly depleted in the acidic region. Elevated levels
of calcium can be found toward the cathode. This distribution correlates to the Fe
and Mn distributions confirming the position of the pH interface (Figure 47).

Zinc (Zn) levels of Zn are significantly depleted in the acidic region whilst elevated
levels are evident toward the cathode. Again, this deposition correlates with Fe, Mn,
Ca elemental distributions.

ITRAX analysis confirmed significant mobilisation and redistribution of major and
trace elements in the revised soil pre-treatment and soil conditioning experiment.

Significant redistribution of elements indicates actinides mobilised and redistributed
would have been realised. To confirm actinide mobilisation the soil was destructively
sampled and actinide distributions were confirmed via gamma spectroscopy and
radiochemical analysis.
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Figure 48. Am distribution (data from gamma spectroscopy) in the revised soil pretreatment and conditioning experiment.

Note; data point 6 is missing. The sample was spoiled during analysis.

Figure 49. Pu distribution in the revised soil (data from radiochemical analysis) in the
revised soil pre-treatment and conditioning experiment.

Am distribution indicates elevated activities of Am are present in the acidic and
alkaline regions (Figure 48). The distribution does confirm whether Am is
redistributing toward the anode or the cathode. In the presence of citric acid Am (III)
forms negatively charged Am- citrate complexes (AEN NEA 2005), the elevated
levels of Am toward the anode support the formation of such complexes.

Radiochemical analysis revealed that elevated activities of Pu were identified toward
the anode while depleted levels were evident in the alkaline region. This is
somewhat surprising since cationic Pu (Pu3+, PuO2+, PuO22+) (Figure 50) would
redistribute toward the cathode via electro-osmosis and electro-migration.
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Figure 50. Ph Eh diagram depicting various Pu phases. (Geological Survey Japan
2005)
Clear Pu mobilisation was observed toward the anode (Figure 49) indicating
mobilisation and redistribution of Pu towards the anode, consistent with the
migration of Pu as a negatively charged (anionic) complex. There are difﬁculties in
accurately modelling Pu speciation in such a complex system, particularly under
aggressive pH gradients. Pu can co-exist in four different oxidation states, III–VI,
within the same solution. Pu is present in the soil environment mostly as Pu(IV)
hydroxides and oxides which have low solubility (Francis 2001). In soils surface
sorption of plutonium is the dominant feature with strong sorption of Pu to mineral
(Fe and Mn oxides, clays) and organic compounds (Choppin et al 2001, Duff 2001.

The addition of organic acids, such as citric acid (or other chelating agents), can
signiﬁcantly enhance the solubility of Pu and other metals (Ottosen et al 2009). Citric
acid forms complexes with Pu(IV), this behaviour has been exploited in a number of
trials to extract Pu from contaminated soils (Francis et al 2006). Studies by Francis
et al 2007 note the biotransformation of Pu(IV) in the presence of excess citric acid
and the formation of the mononuclear biligand Pu–cit2 complexes, while Cleveland
1970 notes the formation of exceptionally strong negatively charged Pu(IV)–citrate
complexes at pH ≥5 (e.g. Pu(C6H5O7)48−).
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The soil pre-treatment and conditioning agent experiment (Figure 45) clearly
showed enhanced levels of Pu within the soil toward the anode consistent with the
formation of negatively charged Pu- citrate complexes and mobilisation of Pu toward
the anode via electro-migration.

The revised soil pre-treatment and conditioning agent experiment (Figure 49)
showed elevated levels of Pu are evident toward the anode. Again this is consistent
with the formation of negatively charged Pu- citrate complexes and mobilisation of
Pu toward the anode via electro-migration. The activity of the Pu toward the anode
is almost three times higher than in the <710 fraction prior to treatment Figure 49.

In addition to radiochemical analysis samples were also retrieved for XRF analysis
to confirm element distributions, analyse for additional elements (i.e. Uranium) and
to allow direct correlation between actinides and elements.
Figure 51. XRF distribution of Fe and Mn in revised soil pre-treatment and
conditioning experiment.

XRF analysis identified significant redistribution of Fe and Mn. The distribution
clearly depicts reduced levels of iron and manganese across the centre of the cell
with significant re-precipitation toward the cathode Figure 51. As expected the XRF
data correlates with the ITRAX data (Figure 47).
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Figure 52. XRF distribution of Na and Ca in revised soil pre-treatment and
conditioning experiment

Sodium and Calcium exhibit clear redistribution trends toward the cathode. The
addition of citric acid dissolve CaCO3 and Ca2+ is redistributed toward the cathode
via electro-migration and electro-osmosis. As expected the calcium XRF and ITRAX
data correlate.

Figure 53. XRF distribution of Zn in revised soil pre-treatment and conditioning
experiment

Zinc evidently has been mobilised and redistributed toward the cathode. A marked
increase in Zn concentration is observable near the cathode. As before XRF data
correlates to the ITRAX data. Zn distribution is consistent with previous experimental
data (Figure 27, Figure 47).
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Figure 54. XRF distribution of U in revised soil pre-treatment and conditioning
experiment

Elevated levels of uranium are clearly evident toward the anode. The distributions of
uranium and plutonium in the revised soil pre-treatment and conditioning experiment
correlate (Figure 55).

Figure 55. U and Pu correlation in the revised soil pre-treatment and conditioning
experiment

Similar to Pu, U has been mobilised and redistributed towards the anode. This is
consistent with the migration of U as a negatively charged complex. Research by
Huang et al 1998 and Kanter et al 2006, noted the formation of negatively charged
complexes with U, namely, UO2(OH)31- and (UO2)3(OH)71-. U distribution in the
revised soil pre-treatment and conditioning experiment supports the formation of
negatively charged U-citrate complexes and mobilisation via electro-migration.
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5.3.3

Appraisal of revised soil conditioning experiments

Significant mobilisation and redistribution of actinides and elements was evident
following experimentation.

The excesses of citric acid formed negatively charged actinide complexes which
were mobilized toward the anode via electro-migration contrary to electro-osmotic
flow. The formation of negatively charged complexes, UO2(OH)31-, (UO2)3(OH)71-,
Pu(C6H5O7)48- as noted by Huang et al 1998, Kanter et al 2006 and Cleveland 1967.
The formation of Pu-citrate complexes in soils has previously been used to extract
contaminants from soils (Francis et al 2006, Francis et al 2007). Furthermore,
studies by Hopkinson et al 2009 have demonstrated that ex-situ extraction of
solubilised contaminants at the electrodes as a potential remediation technology.

ITRAX geochemical data (confirmed by XRF analysis) confirmed significant
redistribution of Fe, Mn, Zn, Ca and others. The distributions of Fe, Mn, Zn and Ca
indicate the position of the pH interface of the acidic and alkaline regions. The pH
boundary was shown to be at the extreme right of the cell, adjacent to the cathode,
hence the acidic conditions (ca pH 3) extended across the soil.

The revised soil pretreatment / conditioning agent experiments were successful in
that;


Redistribution of elements was confirmed



Redistribution of actinides was evident



The addition of excess critic acid neutralizes the buffering capacity of the
carbonate



The addition of excess critic acid forms citrate complexes with actinides
which significantly increases mobility



Transport mechanisms for actinide complexes have been identified



Building on the success of the initial pre conditioning experiments the
experimental duration was significantly reduced 32 days as compared to 70
days in the non-pretreated voltage experiments.
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5.4

Soil Composition Experiments

The objective of the soil composition experiments was to;


Identify what effect soil composition has on mobility and redistribution of
actinides, major elements and trace elements

This section examines EK effectiveness at mobilising and redistributing major
elements, minor elements and actinide in AWE’s three contrasting inventories of
contaminated soils. Results are discussed individually then comparisons are made
between inventories.

5.4.1

Experimental Design

As described in section 3.3 AWE has a number of inventories of contaminated soils
and sediments. Table 5 presents details of composition, pH and major element
content for each soil type. More detailed soil characterisation (e.g. via XRD) was not
possible due to the radioactive content of the samples.
Table 5. General physical and chemical characteristics of AWE’s three inventories of
contaminated soil. Detailed soil characterisation was not possible due to the
radioactive nature of the samples. Descriptions of the soil are based on visual
logging and basic chemical composition data.
North Pond Soils

Waste management

Ex-situ

area soils

inventory of
soils

Description

Brown friable silt and

Clay rich with

Clay rich soil with

clay with common

common flints. Little

common flints.

organic fragments

organic matter

Some organic

and flint pebbles
pH Before

remains present

6

6

6.5

15

10

12

SiO2 wt.%

61

70

62

Al2O3 wt.%

6

9

5

CaO wt.%

2.5

3.8

11

treatment
Ignitable
content %
derived from
WDXRF data

(inc CaCO3)

6.3 (from titration)
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4kg samples of the 3 contaminated soil types were individually homogenised and
transferred to containers measuring 22 cm x 15 cm x 13 cm. AWE ground water was
added during mixing to ensure soil saturation. Each container was fitted with
dividers approx 3cm from either end of the container creating a three compartment
box with two small end sections and a large middle section.
The homogenised soils were then transferred to the middle section while the smaller
end compartments were filled with sand. Electrodes were surrounded by sand to
allow for the addition of water at depth in the sediment. AWE ground water was
periodically added at the anode (typically every 3 – 4 days).
The increased porosity and permeability of the sand surrounding the electrodes also
aids the formation of the acidic region around the anode; the contaminated soil was
not in direct contact with the electrodes, as such the acidic region could form within
the sand before the carbonate content of the soil buffered the establishment of the
acidic region. (Figure 56).

Once transfer was complete the electrodes were centred in the sand wells at either
end of the container. The dividers were then removed and the electrodes were
connected to a 20v power supply. The experiments were run for 50 days.
Figure 56. Experimental Design used in the soil comparison experiments

pH monitoring was used to monitor the formation of the pH regions around the
electrodes. Once trials were complete major and trace element mobilisation and
redistribution was assessed using ITRAX analysis. Destructive sampling retrieved
samples for XRF, gamma spectroscopy and gross alpha beta analysis. The results
of EK treatment of the soil inventories is discussed individually.
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5.4.2

North Pond Sediments Experiment

The results of North Pond pH monitoring, ITRAX analysis, XRF analysis and
Gamma spectroscopy are presented and discussed.
Figure 57. pH profile established in North Pond sediments
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Figure 58. Mn, Fe, Zn, Ca, Cl, Br, Sr, S distribution in the soil composition North
Pond experiment. Data from ITRAX scanning: x-axis represents scan distance
(anode extreme left of axis, cathode at extreme right), y-axis shows X-ray response.
Note. Y-axis scales are slightly pixelated.
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Figure 59. Element distributions Fe, Mn, Zn, Ca, U, Na in the soil composition north
ponds experiment (data from XRF analysis)
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Figure 60. Gross Alpha Beta distribution in the soil composition north ponds
experiment.
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Figure 61. Americium distribution in the soil composition north ponds experiment
(Data from gamma spectroscopy).

5.4.3

North Pond Experiment Discussion

By day 23 a pH gradient in the north pond experiment had been established (Figure
57). The pH at the anode had dropped significantly approx. pH3. Furthermore, the
acidic region extended across the sediment towards the cathode. Meanwhile, the pH
at the cathode had increased significantly (pH9) and an alkaline region had been
established. From day 23 to day 50 the acidic and alkaline regions continued to
develop and a maximum gradient of pH3 – pH10 was established.
With the development of aggressive pH gradients it was expected that significant
mobilisation and redistribution of trace and major elements would have occurred.

Both ITRAX analysis and XRF analysis confirmed significant mobilisation and
redistribution of elements following EK treatment (Figure 58, Figure 59);


Iron exhibits a trend characteristic of the FIRS processes and consistent with
previous experimental data presented. Elevated levels of iron are present in the
acidic region in proximity to the sacrificial iron electrodes. Elevated
concentrations of iron are further evident across the profile with a marked
decrease in concentration toward the cathode. This decrease in iron correlates
to the pH interface and the boundary of the alkali region.



Manganese, exhibits a trend characteristic of the FIRS processes and consistent
with previous experimental data presented. Elevated levels of Mn are present
approx. ¾ of the distance along the cell toward the cathode. These elevated
levels of Mn correspond to the pH interface. As depicted in Figure 58, and to a
lesser extent Figure 59 Mn has been redistributed into a narrow band. This is
consistent with previous experimental data presented. Furthermore visual
observations identified black deposits (visible in Figure 57) ¾ of the distance
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along the cell toward the cathode. Figure 58 clearly shows elevated levels of Mn
corresponding to the position of the observed black deposits. Further analysis
was undertaken on these apparent manganese deposits and results are
presented in Appendix 2.


Calcium exhibits a trend characteristic of the FIRS processes and consistent
with previous experimental data presented. As depicted in Figure 58, Figure 59
elevated levels of Ca are present at the pH interface of the acidic and alkaline
regions. Calcium persists in the alkaline region unaffected by the change in pH.



Uranium shows evidence of mobilisation and redistribution. Depleted levels of U
are present toward the anode whilst peak levels of U are present in the central
region (Figure 59).

In summary, the distributions confirmed significant major element redistribution had
been realised. The extent actinide remobilisation was confirmed by gamma
spectroscopy and gross alpha beta analysis.

Gross Alpha beta analysis confirmed mobilisation and redistribution of radionuclides
was evident. Elevated activities are evident in the central region and in proximity to
the position of the Mn deposits (Figure 60).

Gamma spectroscopy confirmed significant mobilisation and redistribution of Am
within the soil. Depleted levels of Am are evident in the acidic region while elevated
levels of Am are observable in the central region (Figure 61). This distribution
correlates with U distribution (Figure 59).
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5.4.4

Waste Management Area Soil Experiments

The results of the Waste Management Area pH monitoring, ITRAX analysis, XRF
analysis and Gamma spectroscopy are presented and discussed.

Figure 62. pH Profile established in the Waste Management Area soils
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Figure 63. Mn, Fe, Zn, Ca, Cl, Br, Sr, S distribution in the soil composition Waste
Management Area experiment.
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Figure 64. Element distributions Fe, Mn, Zn, Ca, Na, U in the soil composition waste
management area experiment (data from XRF analysis)
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Figure 65. Gross Alpha Beta Analysis Waste Management Group Soils
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Figure 66. Americium distribution in the soil composition Waste Management Area
experiment (Data from gamma spectroscopy)

5.4.5

Waste Management Area Discussion

By day 23 a pH gradient in the Waste Management Area soil had been established
(Figure 62). The pH at the anode had dropped significantly approx. pH4. Meanwhile,
the pH at the cathode had increased significantly to pH9. From day 23 to day 50 the
acidic and alkaline regions continued to develop and a maximum gradient of pH4 –
pH10 was established.
With the development of aggressive pH gradients it was expected that significant
mobilisation and redistribution of trace and major elements would have occurred.

Both ITRAX analysis and XRF analysis confirmed mobilisation and redistribution of
elements following EK treatment (Figure 63, Figure 64);


Iron exhibits evident of mobilisation and redistribution. Elevated levels of iron are
present in the centre region of the soil. Irons distribution is noiser then iron’s
distribution in the north pond sediments.
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Manganese exhibits evident of mobilisation and redistribution; elevated levels of
Mn are present toward the cathode. Again, the distribution is somewhat noisey
and Mn has not been redistributed into a defined narrow band.



Calcium’s distribution is consistent with previous experimental data. Levels of Ca
have been depleted in the acidic region while elevated levels are present in the
alkaline region. Ca distribution indicates the position of the pH interface.



Zinc exhibits evident of mobilisation and redistribution; generally levels of Zn
increase toward the cathode.



Uranium shows limited evidence of mobilisation and redistribution. U shows
evidence of elevated levels in the centre region of the soil toward the cathode.

In summary; the distributions confirmed significant element redistribution had been
realised in the waste management area soils, albeit, the distributions are less
distinct then in the North Pond distributions. The extent actinide remobilisation was
confirmed by gamma spectroscopy and gross alpha beta analysis. Gross Alpha
Beta Analysis shows limited evidence of mobilisation and redistribution of
radioisotopes (Figure 65). Gamma spectroscopy confirms limited mobilisation and
redistribution within the soil. Am distribution correlates with Fe distribution (Figure
66).
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5.4.6

Ex-situ Soil Experiments

The results of pH monitoring, ITRAX analysis, XRF analysis and Gamma
spectroscopy of the Ex-situ soils are presented and discussed herein.

Figure 67. pH profile established in the ex-situ soils
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Figure 68. Mn, Fe, Zn, Ca, Cl, Br, Sr, S distribution in the soil composition ex-situ
soils experiment
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Figure 69. Element distributions Fe, Mn, Zn, Ca, Na, U in the soil composition Exsitu soil experiment (data from XRF analysis)
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Figure 70. Gross Alpha Beta Distribution Ex-situ Soils

Figure 71. Americium distribution in the soil composition Ex-situ soil experiment
(Data from gamma spectroscopy)
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Figure 72. Correlation of Alpha, Beta, Am and U in the soil composition Ex-situ soil
experiment

5.4.7

Ex-situ Soil Discussions

By day 23 the pH gradient in the Ex-situ was underdevelopment with a slight
decrease at the anode (pH5) and slight increase at the cathode (pH7) (Figure 67).
From day 23 to day 50 the acidic and alkali regions continued to develop and a
maximum gradient of pH4 – pH10 was established.

Both ITRAX analysis and XRF analysis confirmed mobilisation and redistribution of
elements following EK treatment (Figure 68, Figure 69);


Iron; elevated levels of Fe are present in the central region of the soil.



Manganese; elevated levels of Mn are present in the central region of the soil.
The distribution is wider than that of the North Pond distribution.



Calcium’s distribution is similar to Fe and Mn, calcium carbonate persists in the
central region and toward the cathode. Ca distribution indicates the acidic region
did not extend across the soil.



Zinc shows limited evidence of mobilisation and redistribution. The distribution is
nosiey with numerous peaks across the central region of the soil (Figure 68)



Uranium shows some evidence of mobilisation and redistribution. Elevated
levels of U are evident toward the anode and central region of the soil.

In summary; the Ex-situ distributions (Figure 68, Figure 69) showed limited evidence
of element mobilisation. The extent actinide remobilisation was confirmed by gross
alpha beta analysis. Gross Alpha Beta Analysis shows elevated levels evidence of
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mobilisation and redistribution of radioisotopes (Figure 70). Elevated levels of Am
are also present in the same region (Figure 71). As expected the gross alpha beta,
Am and U distributions correlate (Figure 72).

5.4.8

Soil Composition Experiment Discussion

While all soils tested showed an initially neutral pH (6–6.5), a clear pH gradient (of
pH 3/4–10) rapidly developed during treatment, most strongly in the North Pond
soils (Table 5). Element remobilisation and redistribution was most apparent in the
North Pond soils (Figure 58).

ITRAX analysis indicated supply of Fe to the acidic region via electrode dissolution,
with subsequent precipitation of Fe as iron oxides and oxyhdroxides (Cundy et al
2005, Faulkner et al 2005) across the acidic region. Mobilisation of Mn was evident
in the acidic region with redistribution towards the cathode. Precipitation of Mn was
evident at the pH interface between the acidic and alkaline regions correlating to the
position of black precipitates (visually observed). Mobilisation of Ca and Sr from the
acidic region, with subsequent migration towards the cathode and precipitation
(most likely as carbonates) at the pH interface of the acidic and alkaline regions.
These trends were conﬁrmed by repeat scanning of differently orientated soil
sections (via ITRAX) and WD-XRF analysis (Figure 59) on destructively sampled
material.

Given the extreme pHs observed in the system, the relative complexity of the soil
medium, and the complex redox-active chemistries of Fe and Mn, it is extremely
difﬁcult to model elemental speciation in this system. However, based on the bulk
elemental data and pH ﬁeld it seems likely that Fe and Mn are mobilised
predominantly in their reduced cationic states (i.e. Fe2+ and Mn2+) and Ca and Sr as
their divalentcations (Ca2+ and Sr2+). The elemental behavior is consistent with
previous observations in other soil types following FIRS treatment (Cundy et al
2005).

Similar element distributions were observed in the Waste Management Area (Figure
64) and the Ex-situ soil inventories (Figure 68). Although the trends are less distinct,
particularly in the Ex-situ soil, which is likely to be a result of the higher carbonate
content (Table 5) buffering the development of the acidic region in the soil. Of the
trace elements examined, zinc showed clear mobilisation as a result of EK
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processes. Zinc was present in the North Ponds material at concentrations well
above local geochemical background (concentrations of 570ppm were observed in
the untreated soil, ca.4.7 times the expected local background of 120ppm
(Croudace et al 1995), indicating enrichment due to anthropogenic activities. ITRAX
and WDXRF distributions indicate that during EK treatment Zn was mobilised from
the acidic region (most likely in its Zn2+ form), migrated towards the cathode and
precipitated on encountering alkaline conditions, either as a carbonate or hydroxide
phase, or co-precipitated with Fe, Mn oxides and oxyhydroxides (Figure 63). Cl and
Br generally migrated towards the anode, most likely as Cl− and Br−, consistent with
previous observations by Cundy et al 2005.

Soil samples were analysed using gross alpha and beta analysis, to determine
evidence of mobilisation and redistribution of actinides in the three inventories.

Analysis confirmed little evidence of actinide redistribution in the Waste
Management soils Figure 65, however, some evidence for actinide mobilisation and
concentration at the interface of the acidic region and alkaline regions in the North
Ponds and Ex-situ soils was evident Figure 60, Figure 70. The gross alpha beta
distributions correlate to the respective major element distributions, particularly Mn
and Ca Figure 64, Figure 69.

In summary, the relative degree of element mobilization and redistribution in the
three soil types followed the order North Ponds soils > Waste Management Area ≥
Ex-situ soils (although the Ex-situ soils showed greater evidence for gross alpha,
beta (actinide) mobilisation. While EK generated pH gradients in all soils, the extent
of elemental remobilisation is highly dependent upon a) the buffering capacity of the
soil; high carbonate content buffers the EK development of the acidic region and
consequent mobilisation of elements and actinides and b) soil composition.
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5.5

Intermediate Scale Experimental Trial

5.5.1

Objective

Following the implementation of the Voltage Experiments, Pre-conditioning
experiments and the soil composition experiments it was confirmed that the EK
process induces significant mobilisation and redistribution of major elements, trace
elements and actinides within AWE legacy soils. The soil composition experiments
confirmed different soil types are more responsive to EK than others; North Ponds >
Waste Management Area > Ex-Situ inventory. However, the laboratory experiments
were all conducted on a relatively small scale, and prior to implementation at AWE
at field scale an intermediate scale trial was undertaken to;


Assess EK effectiveness at a larger scale



Identify EK effectiveness using multiple pairs of electrodes



Assess effects of positioning electrodes in sand wells



Test field trial monitoring equipment prior to use in the field



Test field scale experimental design and logistics



Identify any shortfalls with field scale experimental design prior to
implementation

5.5.2

Experimental Design

The intermediate scale trial experimental design was modified to allow testing of
various features and cell and electrode configurations required for field-scale
application of the EK process. Although the soil composition experiments
successfully identified that EK is particularly effective on North Pond and effective
on Waste management area inventories, the field application would be conducted
on Ex-situ soils hence intermediate scale trials was conducted on the Ex-situ
inventory.

Approximately 10 kg of skip soils were transferred to a plastic mixing bowl, saturated
with AWE ground water. Soil was mixed by vigorous stirring for 15 minutes creating
a visibly and texturally uniform slurry as depicted in Figure 73.
The soil was then transferred to a container measuring 70cm x 30cm x 15cm. At
either end the container was filled with sand and soil was transferred filling the
centre space. Cast iron electrodes were emplaced in the sand either side of the
contaminated soil and connected to a 24V DC power supply. The experiment was
run for 100 days.
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Figure 73. Intermediate scale experimental setup

5.5.3

Sampling Strategy and Analytical Techniques

Following experimentation the intermediate scale trial was destructively sampled to
assess element mobilisation and redistribution via XRF and actinide mobilisation
and redistribution via gross alpha beta. Soil samples were collected in two rows to
assess and map major element and radioisotope distribution.

Figure 74. Intermediate scale experimental sample positions following experiment
termination
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5.5.4

Intermediate Scale Trial Results and Interpretation

Following experimentation the soils exhibited visual evidence of EK-induced element
remobilisation. With reference to Figure 74 there is evidence of corrosion of the
sacrificial anodes and iron staining of the sand in the acidic region. White
precipitates can be seen surrounding the cathodes.
pH monitoring confirmed the development of a pH gradient, pH 4-6 to pH 8-10,
within the cell during EK treatment (Figure 75).
Figure 75. pH profiles Established during the intermediate scale experiments
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The development of pH profile and visual observations suggested mobilisation and
redistribution of major elements and actinides may have occurred.

5.5.4.1

Major and Trace Element and Actinide Mobilisation and
Redistribution.

To assess element mobilisation and redistribution XRF analysis was undertaken.
The results are presented herein.
Figure 76. Elemental concentrations (in wt%) with position across the test cell,
anode shown at left, cathode at right. Refer to Figure 74 for sample positions.
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Some elements, namely Fe and Mn exhibit a trend consistent with EK treatment and
previous experimental data presented earlier in the thesis. The distributions show
limited evidence of mobilisation (Figure 76).
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Concentrations generally increase toward the cathode. Other elements such as zinc
have a marked decrease in concentration at the anode and generally increase in
concentration toward the cathode. Uranium shows no discernible evidence of
mobilisation.

CaO concentrations were confirmed to be elevated in the acidic region; this is
clearly not consistent the development of an acid region and the pH interface.
Furthermore the distribution is inconsistent with previous experimental data. The
reasoning for this is unknown.
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5.5.4.2

Actinide Distribution in the Intermediate Scale Trial

Following element analysis, gamma spectroscopy (Figure 77) and gross alpha beta
analysis (Figure 78) was completed to assess redistribution of actinides and
radioisotopes.
Figure 77. Am distribution in the intermediate scale trial

Figure 78. Intermediate scale experiment gross alpha beta analysis from rows 1 and
2
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Gamma spectroscopy indicated tentative evidence of Am mobilisation; generally
levels of Am increase toward the cathode. However, Gross Alpha Beta Analysis
confirmed little evidence of actinide or radioisotope mobilisation and redistribution.

The intermediate scale trial was reasonably successful. It was demonstrated that
electrokinetic effects are observed over larger distances. Despite the soils being
carbonate rich a notable pH gradient was established and limited mobilisation and
redistribution of major and trace elements had occurred. Redistribution of
radioisotopes was not evident. However, as discussed in 5.2 and 5.3 the addition of
citric acid can address the carbonate content of the soils helping to increase
element and radioisotope mobility.
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5.6

Completion of laboratory phase development

The completion of all laboratory experiments had achieved a number of the original
research objectives;


EK induced mobilisation and redistribution of actinides, major elements and
trace elements under a number of Voltages across the electrodes) was
assessed in section 5.1. As discussed in section 5.1 it was confirmed that
significant mobilisation and redistribution was observed at approx. 20V. Less
mobilisation and redistribution occurs at lower voltages. These observations
are constant with EK theory described in section 3.8 and previous work by
Virkutyte et al 2002, Cundy et al 2005, Faulkner et al 2005.



The effects of EK induced mobilisation and redistribution of actinides, major
elements and trace elements using a number of electrolytic solutions has
been assessed. As discussed in section 5.2 the vast majority of the
contamination is associated with the less than 710µm fraction of the soil. As
such particle size separation was employed, and then the effect of different
conditioning agents was assessed. As discussed in section 5.2 citric acid
significantly increases the mobilisation and redistribution of actinides, major
elements and minor elements. These observations are constant with
previous work by Huang et al 1998, Croudace et al 2004, Cundy et al 2005,
and Kanter et al 2006, Francis et al 2007.



The effects of EK induced mobilisation and redistribution of actinides, major
elements and trace elements following pre-treatment via the addition of
conditioning agents has been assessed. As described in section 5.2 and 5.3
the addition of citric acid (to address the carbonate content of the soil) prior
to EK treatment increases EK effectiveness at mobilising and redistributing
actinides and elements. These observations are constant with previous work
by Acar et al 1993, Virkutyte et al 2002, Croudace et al 2004, Cundy et al
2005.



The effect of soil composition on EK induced mobilisation and redistribution
of actinides, major elements and trace elements has been assessed. As
discussed in section 5.4 the carbonate content of the soil has a significant
impact of EK mobilisation and redistribution of actinides, major elements and
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trace elements. Mobilisation and redistribution of actinides, major elements
and trace elements occurs readily in soils with low carbonate content. Again,
these observations are constant with previous work by Acar et al 1993,
Virkutyte et al 2002, Cundy et al 2005.


EK effectiveness at mobilising and redistributing actinides, major elements
and trace elements on a ‘larger’ then usual laboratory scale using AWE exsitu contaminated soil has been completed. As discussed in section 5.5
experiments on a larger mass of soil with an increased electrode separation
and using pairs of electrodes have been completed. These observations
were consistent with previous work by Hopkinson et al 2003.

The one remaining research objective; to undertake a full field scale tests on AWE
ex-situ contaminated soils to identify FIRS effectiveness at mobilising and
redistributing actinides, major elements and trace elements on a large processing
scale is discussed in Chapter 6.
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6

Field Scale Application

The field scale application was undertaken on AWE’s Ex-situ inventory of
contaminated soils. The availability of the waste management area and north ponds
sediments precluded application on a field scale.

6.1

Application within a high hazard, highly regulated site

As described in section 3.1 AWE has a responsibility and legal obligations to
manage its sites and undertake all operations on its establishments in a safe secure
and clean fashion.

The ONR requires, through the 36 License Conditions (LC), AWE to have a number
of robust systems and procedures in place to manage the site safely. As such AWE
has developed and implemented a suite of company procedures and managerial
systems to ensure compliance with the LC’s.

With regards to implementation of the EK field application a number of License
conditions need to be satisfied prior to, during and following the implementation
stage, principally;


LC14 – Safety Documentation



LC18 – Radiological Protection



LC19 – Construction or installation of new plant



LC24 – Operating Instructions



LC26 – Control and supervision of operations



LC33 – Disposal of radioactive wastes



LC34 – Leakage and Escape of radioactive material and radioactive waste

To satisfy the LC’s and AWE’s company requirements and fulfil the goal of
implementing the EK field application the following process was employed (Figure
79). The entire process from the project planning phase, through to implantation,
completion of the field scale application and the reporting phase took approx. 8
months.
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Figure 79. Process for the implementation of new processes at heavily regulated
sites.

6.1.1

Project Planning / Initial Stakeholder Engagement

The approach to undertaking the EK field application was defined and documented.
The project scope, aims objectives, the plans for how the works would be mobilised,
managed during implementation and demobilisation and handover were all
documented, the strategy for managing the health, safety and environmental risks
was defined and the plan for engaging with stakeholders identified. The plans /
strategy documents were presented to senior managers who are responsible for
operations at AWE / operational areas within AWE. At this initial stage key
stakeholders consulted included;
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Facility manager



Environmental, Health, Safety manager



Operations manager



Radiation protection advisor

Information presented included;
 Proposed location of the trials site
 An outline experimental design / experimental methodology
 A summary of the most significant ESHQ risks together with proposed
control measures
 A summary of business related risks were presented together with proposed
control measures
 The proposed scope of the works was defined and the extent of the required
Safe System Of Work (SSOW) was defined
 The level of supervision the works would require was proposed
Following consideration and clarification of the proposal, it was agreed in principle
that the works could proceed. It was also agreed and in line with AWE company
processes that the implementation would be subject to the production and approval
by safety experts of the SSOW.

6.1.2

Safe System of Work (SSOW)

The Safe System of Work (SSOW) is a suite of documents which details the work
and provides all information required for the safe execution of the works.
In this instance, the SSOW consisted of a Method Statement, Risk Assessment,
Environmental Risk Assessment, Radiological Risk Assessment, PPE Assessment,
Manual Handling Assessment, COSHH Assessment and contingency plans /
emergency arrangements. These documents were prepared by the thesis author
over a 3 month period.

The Method Statement is a key element of the SSOW; all the other documents refer
to and support the method statement. The Method Statement describes in detail the
step by step process by which the field trials are to be set up (mobilisation),
undertaken (implementation) and demobilised.
The method statement also incorporates appropriate hold points whereby works are
to stop at predefined steps, the condition of work completed is checked / validated
and checks are undertaken on plant / equipment for the next stage prior to
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proceeding. Once the hold point is released the works continue. Method statements
should provide suitable and sufficient detail / instruction for those undertaking the
works to carry out the works safely without uncertainty.
SSOW ought to be proportional to the complexity / hazardous nature of the work,
the more complex / hazardous the work the greater the SSOW will be.

6.1.3

Risk Assessments

Once all the key tasks have been identified the risks and hazards associated with
the works can and must be considered. For each hazard the principle of E.R.I.C.P.D
is employed. Where by the hazards should be controlled by; Eliminating, Reducing,
Isolating, Controlling, PPE, Discipline
By appraising the hazards and identifying respective control measures the method
statement incorporates these control measures into the step by step process
ensuring the works can be completed safe, secure and cleanly.

These assessments focus on specific aspects of the work or tasks e.g. COSHH
appraises the storage and use of chemicals, Radiological risk assessment focuses
on the radiological hazards associated with the work. As with all ‘risk’ assessments
the objective of the assessment is to reduce or eliminate the hazard / reduce the risk
of occurrence to prevent the incident, accident, injury, spill to the environment etc
from occurring.
Furthermore, to ensure the assessment and the control measures identified are
suitable and sufficient it is crucial the assessment is produced / reviewed by persons
with relevant expertise and or experience.

6.1.4

Logistics

Implementation and demobilisation of the on-site EK trial required support from a
contractor to establish the compound and prepare the experimental soils. The scope
of contractor support was to;


Provide, erect and strike fencing for the compound



provide and lay sand with a plastic membrane



provide skips for the soil



provide excavator and driver to transfer soils

Implementation required the procurement of equipment; all tools, materials and
equipment required for the safe and efficient completion of works was procured in
support of the field application.
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6.1.5

Works Authorisation – Approval to Commence

Once all the required assessments, method statement and the remainder of the
SSOW was reviewed and confirmed to be robust, suitable and sufficient the works
was approved by facility management to progress into the implementation stage.
The process of planning, preparing and securing approvals to undertake the works
took approx. 4 months in total.

6.1.6

Implementation Briefings

At the beginning of each working day daily briefings were undertaken to ensure that
the scope of work, the associated risks and the requisite controls were understood
by the work force.
This was of particular importance when the field trials were being setup and
decommissioned when excavators, plant and machinery were active and moving
around the site.

6.1.7

Site Supervision

To ensure the works were carried out in accordance with the SSOW and in a safe
secure and clean manner adequate supervision was employed at all times during
the works. During site mobilisation and when excavator’s plant and machinery was
in use, the enclave the field trials were undertaken in was designated as a
construction site. The setup of the experimental equipment and the undertaking of
all the field application were supervised by the thesis author.

6.2

Field Scale Application Objective

With reference to section 2.4 the objective of the field scale experimental trials was
to undertake a field scale application to assess electro-kinetic effectiveness at
mobilising and redistributing actinides, major elements and trace elements on a
large processing scale to assess EK effectiveness as a field scale remediation
technology for actinide-contaminated soils.
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6.3

Field Application Implementation

Over-pack skips (shallow wide skips with fiberglass lids) were procured in
preparation for the field trial. A skip was then lined with heavy duty plastic sheeting
(to avoid any effect of the conductive skip walls on the EK process). Approx. 4
tonnes (2.5m3) of representative soil from AWE’s inventory of ex-situ contaminated
soil was then transferred by mechanical excavator to the lined skip. During transfer
the soils were passed through a 0.1m scaffolding grid to remove foreign debris such
as wood, concrete, plastic sheeting etc. While transfer was in progress the soil was
saturated with 0.04M Citric Acid dissolved in local ground water (purged from on-site
local boreholes).
Figure 80; Compound established for the EK field application on Ex-situ soils

Figure 81. Transfer of soil in progress
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Once transfer was complete the soil was allowed to settle. Using hand tools wells
were then dug in the soil at the sides of the treatment skip and filled with sand. As
previously noted in section 5.4 the use of sand around the electrodes helps to
prevent dewatering and allows for the addition of water at depth in the soil. The
increased porosity and permeability of the sand also aids the formation of the pH
regions around the electrodes.

Ten steel electrodes (70cm long, 20mm diameter) were then inserted, centred
vertically into the sand wells (Figure 82). Each pair of electrodes was connected to a
110 A-h, 12V (rechargeable) battery. Electrode separation (anode to cathode) was
1.5m.The applied voltage was 0.08V/cm. Batteries were recharged every 4 days.
The experiments were run for 60 days. During the experimental trial as required
(typically every 10 days) fresh ground water was added to the acidic region sand
wells. Whilst the experiments were running the skips were generally covered using
the fibreglass lids preventing rain water ingress.
Figure 82. Schematic of the field application experimental setup. Electrodes were
emplaced in sand wells either side of the mass of soil.

Row 1
Row 5

1m

1.8m
3.5m
.
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6.4

Field Application Demobilisation

Following experiment termination and sampling the soils were transferred back to
their storage skip, recovered and placed with the other storage skips. All plant and
materials (scaffold tubes, electrodes, fencing, skips, digger buckets, shovels, plastic
sheeting, storage boxes etc) were decontaminated / confirmed as clean and taken
away from site for reuse elsewhere. The site was re-instated to a condition
consummate with the condition of the site prior to application. Batteries were
donated to the University of Brighton for reuse. All contaminated / potentially
contaminated wastes (paper towels, gloves etc) were disposed of to an appropriate
waste route.
The AWE facility manager confirmed the site was ‘clean and tidy’ and the SSOW
was withdrawn from use and archived completing the implementation stage.

6.5

Field Application Results

During the field trial visual observations were recorded and the pH of the soil was
periodically monitored. Once complete, element mobilisation and redistribution was
semi- quantitatively assessed using a Portable XRF (PXRF) analyser. Following
non-destructive assay soil samples were retrieved for analysis.

Prior to treatment 10 samples were retrieved to confirm homogeneity of the soil.
Samples were retrieved in 5 rows between the anode and the cathode.
At the conclusion of the field trial 50 samples were retrieved from the soil. Samples
were retrieved in 5 rows between the anode / cathode pairs. Treated soil was cored
using a gouge-type corer, and from each core 2 sub-samples were collected: one at
depth ca 0.6m and one nearer the surface ca 0.2m depth. Each soil sample was
approx. 60ml in volume. Once collected and labelled the sample material was
consigned to AWE UKAS accredited laboratories for gross alpha beta analysis and
radiochemical analysis.

Within 7 days of connecting the electrodes to the power supply evidence of active
EK processes was apparent. Bubbling, evidence of gas generation, could be
observed at the cathodes. Towards the end of the field scale trial, from
approximately day 45 onwards, precipitation of salts was evident at some cathodes
particularly cathodes on row 3 and 4.
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Figure 83. pH gradients before and after the field application
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pH monitoring confirmed a pH gradient developed in the soil during the field
application; by the termination of the 60 day field application a clear pH gradient had
established. Prior to EK processes the initial pH of the soil was pH 6 - 8.

By

completion of the field trial the pH in the sand well at the anodes had dropped to pH
2 – 4 hence an acidic region was established and this region has started to extend
into the soil in proximity to the anodes. Conversely the pH at the cathodes had
increased reaching pH 8 – 10 confirming the development of an alkali region (Figure
83).

Following termination of the field application the soils were destructively sampled
and samples were retrieved for analysis. PXRF analysis was undertaken on the
samples rows from 0.2m depth rows 1 – 5. The distributions of Fe, Mn and Zn were
determined.

During sampling the electrodes were removed from the soil, visual observation of
the anodes suggested aggressive acidic conditions were generated. It was evident
that a number of the electrodes had thinned during the experiment. Refer to
Appendices 1 Electrode Thinning

Figure 84. Iron distribution following the field application. Fe distribution derived from
PXRF analysis, data is semi-quantitative providing comparison and trends only.
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Figure 85. Manganese distribution following the field application. Mn distribution
derived from PXRF analysis, data is semi-quantitative providing comparison and
trends only.
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Figure 86. Manganese and Iron distribution following the field application
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Figure 87. Zinc distribution following the field application. Zn distribution derived

% wt Zn

from PXRF analysis, data is semi-quantitative providing comparison and trends only

PXRF analysis confirmed mobilisation and redistribution of Fe, Mn and Zn in rows 2,
3 and 4 (Figure 84, Figure 85,
Figure 86 and Figure 87).
Iron’s distribution in Figure 84 rows 2 and 4 show elevated levels of iron in the acidic
region (from dissolution the sacrificial anodes) while row 3 depicts evidence of
mobilisation and redistribution of Fe toward the cathode. The elevated levels of Fe
also correspond to the boundary of the alkali region (Figure 83). Again, this
distribution is consistent with previous experimental work reported in sections 3.8.3,
5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 of this thesis.

Manganese distribution also indicates that manganese has been mobilised and
redistributed during the field application. Rows 2, 3 and 4 show depletion of Mn in
the acidic region and elevated concentrations of Mn toward the cathode (Figure 85).
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Again the positioning of the elevated levels corresponds to the boundary of the alkali
region depicted in Figure 83 furthermore; the distributions of Fe and Mn broadly
correlate (
Figure 86). This is also consistent with previous experimental work reported 3.8.3,
5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 of this thesis.

It is evident in Figure 84, Figure 85 and Figure 87, that mobilisation and
redistribution of elements in rows 1 and 5 (i.e. the margins) do not depict evidence
of mobilisation and that the distributions are generally inconsistent with the element
distributions in rows 2 - 4. This is likely to be caused by edge effects and dissipation
of the electrostatic field. Observation of edge effects is noted in Glendinning et al
2007, Reddy et al 2009.

Once in the field PXRF measurements were completed the samples were consigned
to AWE labs for gross alpha beta analysis to determine radionuclide distributions.
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Prior to the field applciation samples were taken to confirm the homogeneity of the
soil, Figure 88. It is recognised the gross alpha beta activity of the soil exhibited
variation but was considered to be homogenous prior to treatment.

Figure 88. Gross Alpha Beta analysis prior to the field application

Figure 89. Gross Alpha Beta analysis following the field application
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Following the field application gross alpha beta analysis showed little evidence of
radionuclide mobilisation and redistribution in rows 1,2, 4 and 5. This is likely to be
to be a result of edge effects. However, mobilisation and redistribution of
radionuclides was evident in row 3. Elevated levels of activity were present in the
acidic region while depleted levels were evident in the alkaline region (Figure 89).

Gross alpha beta results on a row by row basis clearly show elevated levels of
radionuclides in toward the anode and depleted levels toward the cathode in row 3
(Figure 90).

Figure 90. Gross alpha beta distributions; data presented on a row by row basis
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Figure 91. Gross Alpha activity in row 3

Gross alpha analysis (Figure 91) suggests actinides were mobilised and
redistributed during the field application. Radiochemical analysis was undertaken on
row 3 samples to confirm Plutonium and Uranium distributions (Figure 92).
Figure 92. Pu and U distributions row 3 following the field application.

Redistribution of radionuclides is evident in row 3 of the field trial. Gross alpha beta
analysis

and

radio-chemical

analysis

confirmed,

redistribution of Pu and U was evident.
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6.6

Field Application Discussion

A notable pH gradient developed during the 60 day field application with acidic
conditions generated around the anodes and alkaline conditions generated around
the cathodes (Figure 83).

Following EK treatment the soil was destructive sampled, gross alpha-beta analysis
was used determine radionuclide levels within the EK treated soil and allow for
comparison with UK regulatory / disposal thresholds.
Gross alpha beta confirmed little mobilisation at the margins of the ﬁeld application
(likely to be a result of edge effects and the dissipation of the electric field around
the margins as noted in Glendinning et al 2007). Gross alpha beta analysis
confirmed a clear reduction in activity across the central pair of electrodes toward
the cathode while an increase of activity was evident toward the anode (Figure 93).
Gross alpha analysis exhibits a very similar trend (Figure 94).
Figure 93. Field application gross alpha beta distribution across the central pair of
electrodes.

Figure 94. Field application gross alpha only distribution across the central pair of
electrode
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Mobilisation of actinides (Pu) toward the anode is consistent with laboratory trials,
although the field application used dilute citric acid at 0.04M.

The distribution

indicates Pu (and possibly other alpha and beta emitting radionuclides) are
dissolved from the soil into an aqueous phase and form negatively charged
relatively stable (presumably citrate) complexes. (The formation of stable Pu
complexes is noted in Clark 2000). Once mobile the negatively charged complexes
migrate toward the anode via electro-migration (Figure 92).

Citrate concentrations were not measured during the field application due to
logistical constraints, however the concentration of citrate and other chelating
agents will be controlled by a combination of compound breakdown and microbial
utilisation of citric acid in the soil, the physical addition of water and the production of
citric (and other, possibly Humic) acid(s) by bacterial action and biodegradation of
organic compounds.

Despite the uncertainties over the exact chemical speciation, dissolution and
precipitation dynamics of the Pu in the field application, it is clear that a fraction of
the soil has been remediated to a level that allows its reclassiﬁcation as nonradioactive i.e. below the “free release” threshold of 1.7Bq/g (Figure 93).

With respect to the AWE site the speciﬁc back ground activity of soils onsite is
1.3Bq/g. Material with total alpha beta radioactivity <0.4Bq/g above background (i.e.
activity less than 1.7Bq/g) would be classified (under Radioactive Substances Act
1993 substances of low activity exemption order) as free release material and does
not require any specialist arrangements for disposal, hence, the soil can be
consigned to a conventional landﬁll site for disposal.

The 1.7 Bq/g threshold represented the target level for the remediation process. The
volume of soil remediated to below the 1.7Bq/g threshold during the field application
was approximately 0.4m3 or 1/6th of the material volume.
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6.7

Appraisal of the Field Scale Trial

Development and implementation of EK at a field scale application was relatively
successful.


The field application was completed safely



The experimental design was effective as electrokinetic effects were
observed within a few days of commencing the trial



A significant pH gradient was established in the soil by the end of the
experiment.



Analysis using PXRF exhibited some evidence of mobilisation and
redistribution of major and trace elements; particularly in row 3.



Gross Alpha Beta analysis exhibited limited evidence of actinide and
radioisotope redistribution in rows 1,2,4 and 5 (due to edge effects) but
evident redistribution in row 3.



Row 3 redistribution of actinides and radioisotopes was sufficient to reduce
contamination levels below the 1.7Bq/g disposal threshold.

Results from the ﬁeld application indicate a low-voltage, simple electro-kinetic
application, was capable at inducing EK effects in a large mass of soil, particularly
evident in row 3. A significant pH gradient was established between row 3
respective electrodes. Gross Alpha beta analysis confirmed mobilisation and
redistribution of radioisotopes. While the radionuclides, Pu, did not concentrate into
a narrow band a portion of the soil was remediated to below the activity threshold,
equating to approx. 1/6th or 0.4m3 of soil. Following EK treatment if the ‘clean’ soil
was separated via excavation from the contaminated mass it could be disposed of
as non-radioactive material to landﬁll site.
Even at low concentrations of citric acid (0.04M), the Kd for Pu is signiﬁcantly
reduced to enable Pu dissolution. Within a highly buffered system Pu is expected to
show very high particle reactivity Kd 106 (McCubbin et al 2004).
The field application was undertaken on AWE’s ex situ inventory of contaminated
soil using a skip to contain the soil. The benefits of undertaking the trial ex-situ using
container was that screening and pre-treatment of the soil was undertaken during
set up and issues with mobilisation of actinides and to the subsurface soil and
ground water were eliminated.
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While it is recognised EK remediation has potential application to in-situ inventories
of actinide contaminated soil, the potential release of actinides (Pu, U) into the
subsurface soil and ground water combined with the complex behaviour exhibited by
Pu mean that in-situ remediation is technically feasible but operationally
impracticable.

Conversely, as a method of generating subsurface contaminant barriers, stabilising
contaminants and trapping elements, such as Cr, in-situ use of FIRS is technically
and operationally feasible (Cundy et al 2005, Hopkinson et al 2003, Hopkinson et al
2009).

The voltage applied in the trial was extremely low: approximately 0.08V/cm,
compared to the 1V/cm or greater typically used in conventional electro-kinetic trials
(Ottosen et al 2009). The calculated power consumption in the field application was
approx. 33kWh/m3; this is significantly lower than other EK pilot trials where power
consumption, at similar electrode configurations, frequently exceeds 200 –
500kWh/m3 (Deuren et al 2002, Popov et al 2005, Zhou et al 2006)

The cost of material procurement, set-up, implementation and decommissioning for
the ﬁeld trial (excluding the original cost of the containment unit and staff costs) was
in the order of £4000, or approximately £1700/m3 (£1000 per tonnes) of material
treated. This compares to an approximate direct disposal cost of ca £5000 per m3
(estimate based on 2011 disposal costs at the low level waste repository)

Albeit successful the field scale application was not effective to an extent that
remediation of the majority (or even half) of the soil was achieved. Further
development is required to optimise EK treatment before EK remediation can be
considered a viable remediation technology; however, results to date are positive.
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6.8

Field Application; Recommendations for Revision

Having undertaken the field application, a number of issues have been identified
and a number of areas for improvement have been recognised.

6.8.1

Power Supply

The batteries used had a one significant limitation; it was proven experimentally that
mobilisation and redistribution of elements and actinides was most effective when a
constant potential difference of approx. 20V was applied between pairs of
electrodes. Powering remediation with five 12V leisure batteries wired in series
which distributed the current / voltage equally to the pairs of electrodes resulted in
an effective potential difference of 12V across each anode – cathode electrode pair.
Laboratory data indicates that element and actinide redistribution would have been
increased with a 20V supply. Furthermore, over time as the current was passed
through the soil the ampere delivery of the battery would diminish then the electrical
potential of the batteries would be exhausted. For this reason the potential
difference of the batteries was monitored. On average the batteries would last 4-5
days before requiring recharging. For the 60 day trial 5 batteries were continually
powering remediation whilst 5 batteries were being recharged.

Future trials should endeavour to secure a power supply which can deliver a
constant (24 hours 7days a week) 20V potential difference between each pair of
electrodes. Future applications should consider the use of a 110V Diesel generator
as a power supply.

6.8.2

Water Supply

The location of the field trial did not have a water supply. As such, a 1m 3
intermediate bulk container (IBC) was procured and filled with purged ground water
from a nearby borehole. The water supply was sufficient to saturate the soils during
transfer and add to the sand wells around the anodes periodically to ensure that the
soil remained saturated; however the water supply had limitations. During clean up
and demobilisation stages the water supply was not suitable for use with a pressure
washer. Hence, plant, apparatus and tools were cleaned with buckets of water and
scrubbed by hand. This was considerably more labour intensive and time
consuming then pressure washing equipment. Future trials should ensure that a
pressurised water supply is available.
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6.8.3

Electrode Configuration

Future applications should consider alternative electrode arrangements which may
increase EK effectiveness at remediating contaminated inventories of soil. A
reduction in electrode separation would help increase EK effectiveness at
establishing pH regions which aids contaminant mobilisation.

Future applications should consider a central double density row of anodes (e.g. 20)
with two rows of cathodes (10 each side) and running in parallel to the central
anodes. This would result in redistribution of elements and actinides into 2 regions
either side of the acidic region.
Figure 95. Possible revised electrode configuration; central row of anodes flanked
by rows of cathodes reducing the electrode separation.

Should this configuration be used it is recommended that the electrodes be inserted
into sand wells as this helps development of the pH regions around the electrodes.

6.8.4

Scale

Future applications should consider the scale of remediation. The remediation of ca
4 tonnes of soil is challenging and it may be more effective and efficient to
remediate many smaller masses of soil than remediate one large mass of soil.
Soil can be transferred into (readily available) 205L drums. These drums are
significantly smaller than a full skip, and as such, the electrode separation is
reduced increasing development of the pH regions and increasing the electrostatic
field strength between the electrodes. Conducting EK remediation in drums would
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also require revising the positioning of the electrodes. A central or cluster of anodes
with an array of electrodes around the edge of the drum could induce significant
redistribution of contaminants within the soil.
Figure 96. Revised experiment setup using 205L drums. Electrode configuration
uses a central anode surrounded by cathodes reducing electrode separation.

6.8.5

Contaminant Extraction

As previously discussed Pu forms mobile citrate complexes in the presence of citric
acid. Under the influence of EK these negatively charged complexes migrate toward
the anode. Plutonium separation could be enhanced and exploited leading to
removal of contaminants from the soil via the use of a leachate control and water
recirculation system. Such a system was used ﬁeld scale trial undertaken on Crcontaminated soil wastes (Hopkinson et al 2009).

6.8.6

Application to Particular Inventories

AWE has three inventories of contaminated soil; it was proven empirically that the
North Ponds sediments are the most receptive to EK remediation. Future
applications should consider the remediation of North Ponds inventory rather than
the carbonate rich waste management group or ex-situ inventory of contaminated
soil.
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7

Conclusions

The aim of this research was to develop electrokinetic remediation as a potential
remediation technology for actinide-contaminated soils, and apply this on-site (i.e.
on a working nuclear site) to address AWE’s inventory of radioactively contaminated
soils. The key conclusions and learning points from this research are noted.

7.1

Laboratory Development

The voltage experiments (Section 5.1) identified that mobilisation of actinides, trace
and major elements occurs at approx. 20V. It was evident that the carbonate content
of the soil had buffered the formation of the acidic region, nevertheless, mobilisation
of elements (albeit limited) did occur.
(a) Key learning point; the presence of calcium carbonate significantly inhibits
the development of the acidic region around the anode. Mobilisation of
actinides, trace and major elements significantly increases once the buffering
capacity of the soil has been overwhelmed.

The Soil pre-treatment and conditioning experiments (Section 5.2) assessed the
effects soil pre-treatment and the addition of conditioning agents had on electrokinetic remediation. The Soil pre-treatment and conditioning experiments confirmed
that pre-treatment via particle size separation (<710µm) results in a significant
reduction in mass of contaminated soil. Experimenting on the <710 fraction of the
soil enabled multiple experiments using differing ionic solutions to be completed
simultaneously. The addition of citric acid prior to EK treatment reduced the
buffering capacity of the soil significantly. pH monitoring during the experiments
confirmed that significant pH gradient (pH3 – pH13) was established during the
course of the experiment.

Of the solutions tested, citric acid significantly increased the mobility of actinides,
specifically Pu. Other solutions, such as sea water (despite establishing a pH
gradient) did not result in notable mobilisation and redistribution of actinides.
Soil pre-treatment and the addition of conditioning solutions significantly reduced
experiment duration, increasing experiment efficiency.
(b) Key learning point; Particle size separation was very effective at separating
the contaminated mass of soil from the ‘clean’ fraction which resulted in a
significant reduction in the mass of contaminated soil
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(c) Key learning point; the addition of citric acid prior to EK treatment reduces
the buffering capacity of the soil significantly.
(d) Key learning point; soil pre-treatment significantly increases experimental
efficiency. The experimental duration was halved following soil pre-treatment
and the addition of citric acid.

The revised soil pre-treatment and conditioning experiment (Section 5.3) addressed
the deficiencies of the soil pre-treatment and conditioning experimental design.
ITRAX analysis confirmed significant mobilisation and redistribution of major and
trace elements had occurred. Distribution of elements Fe, Mn, Ca and Zn accurately
denotes the interface of the pH regions.
XRF analysis also confirmed significant mobilisation of major and minor elements
(Fe, Mn, Ca, Na, Zn) and mobilisation and redistribution of Uranium. Radiochemical
analysis confirmed redistribution of Plutonium. The distributions of Uranium and
Plutonium correlate; however, the distribution was not as initially expected. Elevated
levels were evident toward the anode; this was as a result of the formation of
negatively charged complexes and redistribution via electro-migration.
(e) Key learning point; the addition of citric acid significantly increases the
mobility of actinides, principally Pu and U. In the presence of citric acid Pu
and U form negatively charged complexes which lead to the migration
towards the anode.

The soil composition experiments (section 5.4) assessed what effect soil
composition has on mobility and redistribution of actinides, major elements and
trace elements. The soil composition experiments also confirmed which inventory of
AWE’s contaminated soil is most responsive to electro-kinetic remediation. As
expected, the soil composition has a substantial effect on EK effectiveness and the
mobility and redistribution of actinides, major and trace elements. Of the three
inventories of contaminated soil the North Pond sediments was most responsive to
EK treatment. The North Ponds soil had the lowest calcium carbonate content
hence the least buffering capacity. After 23 days a notable pH gradient had been
established which continued to develop until the experiment was terminated at 50
days. Major and trace element mobilisation was confirmed via ITRAX and XRF
analysis. Significant mobilisation and redistribution of Mn had occurred in the North
pond sediments, which was evident as black deposits (deposits were confirmed via
ITRAX and XRF analysis). Mobilisation and redistribution of radionuclides was
confirmed using gross alpha beta and gamma spectroscopy analysis.
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In summary, the relative degree of element mobilisation and redistribution in the
three soil types followed the order North Ponds soils > Waste Management Area ≥
Ex-situ soils.

In addition to appraising what effect soil composition had on EK, the design was
modified in an attempt to aid EK remediation. The electrodes were emplaced within
sand either side of the contaminated soil increasing the porosity of the material
around the electrodes helping to develop the pH regions. Furthermore the sand
allowed water to be added at depth during the experiments.
(f) Key learning point; Sand wells to insert the electrodes proved beneficial.
The sand aids development of the pH regions and helps prevent dewatering
since water can seep to the subsurface depths around the electrodes.

The intermediate scale trial was of limited success. Whilst a pH gradient was
established evidence of major and trace element mobilisation and redistribution was
limited. Actinide mobilisation and redistribution was not evident. The intermediate
scale experiment allowed for testing of experimental configuration prior to the field
scale application.
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7.2

Implementation of Novel Technology on Heavily Regulated
Sites

Chapter 6 presented the planning, preparation and prerequisites for implementing
new technology and undertaking new works on nuclear license sites.

The approach for successfully implementing new works and novel technologies on
heavily regulated sites is described in greater detail in section 6.1.
(a) Key learning point; this work provides a ‘route map’ for implementing novel
technologies on heavily regulated sites.
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(b) Key learning point; this work demonstrates the necessity to plan and
document

works

methodically

and

meticulously.

Effective

planning

demonstrates to stakeholders that the works is thought out, the hazards and
risks can be managed and the works can be completed in a safely.
(c) Key learning point; the SSOW in support of the works must be specific and
describe each stage of the works clearly, concisely and unambiguously. The
SSOW must identify the risk and hazards associated with the works and
describe the control measures employed to reduce and manage the risks. At
a minimum a SSOW consists of a Method statement and Risk
Assessment(s) relating to the works.
(d) Key learning point; it is essential that stakeholders are identified and
engaged with in a timely manner, in advance of the works. The process of
preparing for the onsite trials and securing the approvals takes a
considerable amount of time; 4 months.
(e) Key learning point; more widely this research illustrates the potential for
industry; academia partnerships in successfully delivering novel solutions to
contaminated land and waste issues.

The detailed empirical findings of the field application are presented in greater detail
in section 6.5.
Results from the ﬁeld application indicate a low-voltage, simple electro-kinetic
application, was capable at inducing EK effects in a large mass of soil, particularly
evident in row 3. A significant pH gradient was established between row 3
respective electrodes. Gross Alpha beta analysis confirmed mobilisation and
redistribution of radioisotopes. While the radionuclides, Pu, did not concentrate into
a narrow band a portion of the soil was remediated to below the activity threshold,
equating to approx. 1/6th or 0.4m3 of soil.
(f) Key learning point; EK was successful in mobilising elements and
contaminants within the field scale application achieving partial remediation
of the mass of soil. Further development is required to optimise EK treatment
before EK remediation can be considered a viable remediation technology.

Following experimentation a number of limitations / constraints of the field scale
application were identified. Due to the remote location of the field application the
availability of mains power supply was limited. Inefficiency in power delivery
occurred and EK processes were not as efficient as they perhaps could be.
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(g) Key learning point; EK remediation technologies should secure a suitable
and sufficient power supply to ensure EK remediation is as effective and
efficient as possible.

The electrode configuration could be revised to increase remediation efficiency and
effectiveness. A central row of anodes with a row of cathodes either side of the
anodes would aid the formation of the acidic region, reduce electrode separation
and the distance by which contaminants are to be mobilised and redistributed. The
result would be to increase EK effectiveness and efficiency of remediation.
The scale of remediation could also be revised. Batching the contaminated soil into
smaller batches would reduce electrode separation and increase EK remediation
effectiveness.
(h) Key learning point; As described and discussed throughout this research
EK effectiveness is affected by experimental design i.e. soil pre-treatment,
addition of conditioning agents, power supply, sand wells, number of
electrodes, electrode separation and electrode configuration. It is essential
that the optimal experimental design is identified and implemented to ensure
EK remediation is as effective and efficient as possible.
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7.3

Recommendations for future development of EK remediation

In light of this research further development is required before EK remediation can
be considered a practical technology for addressing these or other inventories of
radioactively contaminated soils.
Building on the success of this research which identified operating parameters, what
pre-treatments and conditioning agent increase remediation effectiveness, further
development should focus on optimising remediation focusing on;
(a) Electrode configurations which increase EK ability to establish pH regions
around the electrodes.
(b) Electrode configurations and experimental designs which reduce electrode
separation, increasing electro-static field strength and the ability to mobilise
and redistribute contaminants, trace and major elements.

AWE has three inventories of contaminated soils. Whilst the field scale application
was conducted on the ex-situ inventory the North Ponds inventory was proven to be
the most responsive to EK remediation. Future applications of EK should be focus
on inventories with low calcium carbonate content as EK remediation is more
effective in these soils. Soils with particularly high levels of calcium carbonate
should be precluded from EK remediation as EK would be of limited effectiveness,
unless the soils are pre-acidified.

In addition to inventories of radioactively contaminated soils the wider nuclear
industry at a number of nuclear licence sites have inventories of contaminated
sludge’s and slurries which often are problematic to dispose of. It is recommended a
study to assess EK potential as a remediation technology for radioactively
contaminated sludge’s and slurries is undertaken.

To date the application of EK remediation to actinide contaminated soils has been
somewhat limited. EK remediation techniques for remediating organic and
hydrocarbon

contaminated

soils

often

use

electro-osmosis

to

wash

the

contaminants toward electrodes and remove the contaminant laden water at the
electrode. This research has confirmed that in the presence of citric acid negatively
charged Pu and U citrates form and that these redistribute toward the anode.
It is recommended that further research is undertaken to assess whether in-situ
leaching of actinides and removal of the aqueous actinides at the electrodes is
feasible.
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7.4

Recommendations

for

remediation

of

AWE

soils

and

sediments
Although successful, the research confirmed EK remediation (in its current stage of
development) is not a viable technology for addressing AWE’s inventory of
contaminated soils. Nevertheless, a number of recommendations for AWE to
consider have arisen from the research.

Recent revisions of regulation, specifically the introduction of the Environmental
Permitting Regulations 2010 (EPR2010) has resulted in revision of disposal criteria
for radioactive materials. Regulation has moved away from a 0.4Bq/g threshold to
radionuclide specific thresholds. Plutonium’s threshold has reduced from 0.4Bq/g to
0.1Bq/g. The reduction in disposal threshold denotes that remediation technologies
must achieve even greater standards of remediation and is now more challenging to
achieve.

In recognition that the LLWR is a finite national resource the LLWR has also revised
its Conditions for Acceptance (CFA’s) resulting in even more stringent conditions for
waste acceptance and disposal. Again this reinforces the requirement that
remediation technologies must remediate to suitable standard and that remediation
should avoid generating wastes which do not meet LLWR’s CFA’s.
Whilst this study’s focus to develop electrokinetic remediation as a potential
remediation technology for actinide-contaminated soils, and apply this on-site (i.e.
on a working nuclear site) to address AWE’s inventory of radioactively contaminated
soils it is recognised that particle size separation alone achieved a mass reduction
of 35% – 45%, in effect remediating the soil since the contaminated proportion has
been separated from the remaining soil. Particle size separation is a very credible
technology for remediating contaminated soils, particularly soils contaminated with
insoluble, tightly bound contaminants. Known as ‘soil washing’ many remediation
companies offer soil washing services. However, usually significant masses of soil
(>10,000 tonnes) are often required before soil washing becomes cost effective
(Chungold 2013). If circumstances permit and soil washing is utilised, soil washing
can represent good value for money at £20 - £25/tonne (CL:AIRE 2008).
It is recommended that AWE consider investigating particle size separation as a
credible technology for reducing its inventory of contaminated soil. Firstly by
assessing if proprietary systems are available which could achieve remediation, and
if necessary, undertake a field scale soil washing trial.
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It is highly recommended that AWE investigate the disposal of the soil to one of the
UK’s landfill sites licensed to accept some low level radioactive wastes. In March
2007 the government revised regulation regarding the disposal of LLW to landfill
sites allowing the permitted disposal of LLW to landfill sites, hence diverting waste
away from the LLWR. To ensure the wastes are disposed of safely landfill operators
must secure permits from the EA.

Permits are issued on the basis that;


The EA is satisfied that the wastes proposed for disposal are safe.
Applications are supported and underpinned by full options assessment and
a satisfactory safety case.



Suitable and sufficient consultation has been undertaken with local
authorities, the Office for Nuclear Regulation and that the applicants to
engage with potential local communities and other interested parties.



Any disposals do not exceed a public radiation exposures a ‘dose constraint’
of 0.3 millisieverts (mSv) per year. (EA 2013).

In 2009 three landfill sites have applied for permits, later, in 2011 the EA issued
‘Waste Recycling Group’ a permit to dispose of High Volume Very Low Level Waste
(HV-VLLW) at its Lillyhall Site in Cumbria (EA 2013).
In August 2012 the EA issued Sita Ltd a permit to dispose of low level radioactive
waste to its landfill site at Clifton Marsh Lancashire. (EA 2013)
In May 2011 the EA issued Augean South Ltd a permit to its East Northants
Resource Management Facility (ENRMF), Kings Cliffe, Northamptonshire. However,
in addition to the permit Augean South Ltd required planning permission to dispose
of LLW (EA 2013). This planning application was rejected by the local authority.
Upon appeal this was overturned by the secretary of state in July 2013. The
secretary of state said in his concluding statement “there is a compelling case for
authorising the ENRMF scheme, particularly given the significant continuing level of
demand for hazardous waste landfill capacity and the requirement for low level
radioactive waste landfill facilities”. (Augean PLC 2013)

Now operational, disposal to one of these landfill sites would be advantageous as
remediation prior to disposal many not be necessary. It is recommended that AWE
explore this avenue, ascertain the acceptance criteria and, if necessary, further
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characterise the inventories to confirm whether the soil can be disposed of to one or
more of these sites.
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Appendices 1 Electrode Thinning observed following
the field application
Electrode retrieved post treatment from the Field scale application. Thinning is
evident since the arrows superimposed are all the same length.
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Appendices 2 Manganese Deposits
MnO distribution in the north ponds soils measured using ITRAX and XRF analysis.
Both analytical techniques confirmed significant mobilisation and redistribution of
MnO within the soil.

During destructive sampling two flint clasts or nodules were found subsurface in
proximity to the visible black band. When removed the flints clearly had dark
deposits on the surfaces, most likely, to be manganese deposits.

2.5 cm

Samples of the deposits were obtained and XRF analysis was used to confirm the
Fe2O3 and MnO content of the deposits.
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Gamma Spectroscopy of the deposits confirmed elevated levels of Am associated
with the MnO deposits.
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Gamma Spectroscopy of the deposits also confirmed elevated levels of Am
associated with the Fe2O3 deposits.
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Appendices 3 Publications and Presentations
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